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ABSTRACT
With the widespread deployment of sensors and the Internet-of-Things, multi-
view data have become more common and publicly available. For example, a
self-driving car uses radar, lidar, and camera sensors to collect real-time 3D in-
formation to drive safely on the road; disease diagnosis models utilize multiple
modalities of neuroimage data, clinical scores, and genetics measurements for dis-
ease prediction; object detection techniques prefer object images from different
views for high-fidelity recognition. The presence of multiple information sources
provides an opportunity of learning better representations to improve performance
by analyzing multiple views simultaneously and also poses great challenges for the
existing data representation algorithms. First, different views tend to be treated
as different domains from different distributions due to the view discrepancy. Sec-
ond, they often require large-scale labeled data to sufficiently learn such repre-
sentations, which significantly hinders their adaption into unsupervised learning
tasks, and limits their applications into critical domains where obtaining massive
labeled data is prohibitively expensive. To enable learning on those domains, this
dissertation focuses on robust representation learning-based algorithms to alleviate
the view discrepancy of the multi-view data in an unsupervised manner.
Specially, we explore two scenarios upon data association for robust represen-
tation learning of multi-view data: First, the samples across different views have
a sample-wise association in multi-view data, falling in the multi-view cluster-
ing scenario; Second, the samples across different views have a class-wise associa-
tion, falling in the unsupervised domain adaption scenario, where the discriminant
knowledge (representations) of views with labeled data samples are transferred to
the views with unlabeled data samples.
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1.1 Research Motivations and Challenges
In the information age, the amount of data is exploding exponentially. Multi-
view data are extensively accessible due to multiple information sources, which
facilitates learning better representations in many real-world applications [1]. In
multi-view data, samples can be described by multi-modal measurements of an
underlying signal (e.g., text+image, video+audio, audio+articulation, and text
in different languages), or synthetic views of the uni-modal measurements (e.g.,
word+context words, different time stamps of a time sequence, and web text+text
of inbound hyperlinks) [2, 3].
Multi-view representation learning algorithms exploit this point to learn more
information than those of single-view data analysis methods. Recent break-
throughs of them have a wide spectrum of application domains, such as pattern
recognition, natural language processing, medical diagnosis, and wireless commu-
nications. This demonstrates the power of representation learning in extracting
valuable information, especially from heterogeneous multi-view data. However,
different views tend to be regarded as different domains from different distribu-
tions due to the large view discrepancy and heterogeneity. Therefore, the first
challenge is how to reduce the view discrepancy by learning robust representa-
tions, especially when facing specific problems by either fusing the representations
across multiple views or adapting the representations from some views to others.
The algorithms of learning representations from multi-view data have achieved
some successes in the supervised manner. However, they often require large-scale
labeled data to successfully learn such representations, which significantly hinders
their adaption into unsupervised learning tasks, and limits their applications into
1
critical domains where obtaining massive labeled data is prohibitively expensive.
The second challenge is how to enable learning on those domains in the unsuper-
vised manner.
In this dissertation, we focus on two scenarios upon data association for learn-
ing robust representations from multi-view data: First, the samples across differ-
ent views have sample-wise association in multi-view data, falling in the multi-
view clustering scenario; Second, the samples across different views have class-
wise association, falling in the unsupervised domain adaption scenario, where the
discriminant knowledge (representations) of views with labeled data samples are
transferred to the views with unlabeled data samples. From the representation per-
spective, the two scenarios can also be treated as representation fusion and repre-
sentation transfer, respectively. Multi-view clustering aims to learn representation
from each view to boost clustering performance, and unsupervised domain adap-
tion tends to transfer the representation from labeled source views to unlabeled
target views. Hence, this dissertation presents robust representation learning-based
solutions for these two scenarios. Multi-view clustering and unsupervised domain
adaptation are introduced next.
1.2 Multi-view Clustering
Clustering has long been serving as a critical unsupervised technique in pat-
tern recognition, data mining, and machine learning. The aim of clustering is to
group data objects into clusters such that data objects in the same cluster are more
similar than those in different clusters. However, most existing clustering meth-
ods are concerned about single-view learning [2]. As Internet and communication
technologies develop rapidly, many real-world data can be extracted from multiple
sources [4, 5], which makes it possible to produce multi-view data. In multi-view
data, each object is associated with much richer information [6]. How to make full
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use of the information contained in multiple views to improve clustering results is
referred to as be multi-view clustering [7].
Obviously, each view has its biases. If the multi-view clustering algorithms
cannot explore valuable information and cope appropriately with multiple views,
the clustering performance may be poorer than that by single-view clustering
methods [8]. Thus, compared with single-view clustering, multi-view clustering
is expected to achieve more robust and precise clustering results via exploiting
the complementary information in multiple views [9]. Three main challenges need
to overcome. The first one is how to extract valuable information from multiple
views [10]. The second one is how to integrate the extracted information effectively
[11, 12]. The third one is how to learn the importance of each view for the clus-
tering task [13]. Note that these three issues should be figured out simultaneously
for multi-view clustering.
Numerous multi-view clustering approaches have been proposed, and can be
roughly grouped into four classes based on different learning strategies: co-training
learning [14], kernel learning [10, 15], subspace learning [16, 17], and spectral learn-
ing [18, 19, 20]. Thereinto, the co-training learning tries to produce a learner for
each view by using the learned knowledge from one another view and thus the
partitions of different views can be learned. Kernel learning aims to use one ker-
nel or combine multiple kernels in a linearly or non-linearly manner to perform
clustering, where a base kernel is pre-given for each view. The subspace learning
attempts to find a common latent representation for all views for constructing a
similarity matrix and then perform a spectral clustering strategy to obtain final
results. While spectral learning [13, 21] aims to fuse low-dimensional embedding
representations of different views into a unified representation, and then perform
K-means method on the unified representation to generate the final clusters. Gen-
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erally, co-training-based approaches depend on the conditional independence of
multiple views. The differences among multiple views are ignored. Subspace-
based algorithms are sensitive to the quality of original feature representations.
That is to say, they cannot find the underlying representation of the data with
outliers. Additionally, multi-kernel-based methods are sensitive to the selection of
base kernels. Most spectral-based methods need an additional clustering step to
generate the final clusters.
In addition, a more challenging problem is incomplete multi-view clustering.
The assumption of complete multi-view clustering is that each view of a sample
exists. It does not always hold since some views of a sample are missing due to
machine down or sensor fault. We call such data as incomplete multi-view data.
Complete multi-view clustering methods cannot provide encouraging performance
on incomplete multi-view data. Thus, incomplete multi-view clustering needs not
only to make full use of the complementary information of all views, but also
to eliminate the negative impacts of missing samples. To deal with incomplete
views, incomplete multi-view clustering methods employ an imputation technique
to fill the incomplete views or directly learn a common representation or subspace
without imputation.
1.3 Unsupervised Domain Adaptation
Domain adaptation (DA) attempts to transfer knowledge from labeled source
domains to facilitate the learning burden in the target domains with sparsely or
no labeled samples. According to the availability of labeled target data, there are
two categories of DA: semi-supervised DA and unsupervised DA. In the target
domain, the former requires a number of labeled training samples, while the latter
only needs unlabeled samples. Similarly, both of them call for a mass of unlabeled
target domain data. Unsupervised domain adaptation (UDA) is our focus due to
4
the challenge and practicality.
Many UDA methods attempt to train a classifier utilizing source samples to
help target samples learning. However, the source domain and target domain are
related but separated by different data distributions, resulting in weak generaliza-
tion ability of models on target data. One effective strategy is to estimate impor-
tant weights of source samples related to target samples such that the cross-domain
discrepancy can be minimized [22]. Another successful strategy bridges different
domains by learning domain-invariant features to reduce data distribution differ-
ence [23, 24]. Recent studies have shown that more transferable representative fea-
tures can be learned by deep neural networks [25, 26]. Extracting domain-invariant
representations by embedding UDA in the pipeline of deep representation learning
has achieved certain latest advances [23, 27, 28, 29].
Partial domain adaptation (PDA), as a more practical and challenging prob-
lem, assumes the target label space is subsumed into the source label space. In an
unsupervised scenario, the target domain only has non-labeled data and the shared
label space across domains is unknown. Thus PDA has another technical challenge:
how to alleviate the negative transfer caused by the outlier source classes. Recently,
there are four related methods including the importance weighted adversarial nets
(IWAN) [30], selective adversarial network (SAN) [31], partial adversarial domain
adaptation (PADA) [32], and Example Transfer Network (ETN) [33]. They have
some successes in addressing the PDA by weighing each sample in the domain-
adversarial networks and matching either marginal or conditional distributions to
align the source domain as well as the target domain.
1.4 Dissertation Outline
Given the challenges residing in multi-view data and inspired by the recent
successes achieved by representation learning models, this dissertation focuses on
5
multi-view robust representation learning including the following objectives: com-
plete multi-view clustering, incomplete multi-view clustering, unsupervised domain
adaptation, and unsupervised partial domain adaptation. The general organization
of the rest parts of this dissertation is shown in Figure 1.









Unsupervised Partial Domain 
Adaptation
Chapter 5
Conclusion and Future Work
Chapter 6
Overview
Representation Fusion Representation Transfer
Summary
Figure 1. An overview of the dissertation organization.
Specifically, Chapter 2 presents a multi-view clustering framework based on
bipartite graphs to capture the consensus representations. This framework can
construct bipartite graphs between data points and a small number of represen-
tative uniform anchor points for different views. Moreover, this framework fuses
those bipartite graphs to produce a unified graph including the required number
of clusters.
Chapter 3 studies a joint graph learning model for incomplete multi-view
clustering. This model can jointly construct local incomplete graphs, generate
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incomplete base partitions, stretch them to produce a unified partition, and employ
it to learn a consensus graph. Specifically, this model can address both complete
and incomplete multi-view clustering problems.
Chapter 4 develops an unsupervised domain adaptation approach by category
transfer. This approach can estimate the domain discrepancies between source
and target feature representations of the same category. Moreover, this approach
should minimize those discrepancies to learn category-invariant feature represen-
tations and obtain optimal predicted target labels.
Chapter 5 develops a dual alignment network for partial domain adaptation.
This network can exact source and target feature representations and reweight
them by exploring the role of each sample. Moreover, this network can match
the marginal distributions together with the conditional distributions, which can
better determine the outlier source classes and align source and target domains.





Among existing studies of multi-view clustering methods, graph-based meth-
ods are representative [34, 35]. The structures of graphs consist of sets of vertexes
and weighted edges among them. The similarity between any two vertexes is repre-
sented by the weight associated with the edge that connects them. Hence, graphs
can effectively express the relationships among various types of data objects [36].
In graphs, each vertex corresponds to one data object and each weighted edge
represents the similarity between two objects it connects.
In practice, the similarity relationships are expressed differently in different
views [37]. Graph-based multi-view clustering methods aim to encode the similar-
ity relationships among the data objects in the form of a unified graph matrix by
combining the graph matrices of all views [38]. For the unified graph matrix, each
non-zero element indicates the complementary similarity between two data objects.
The final clusters are formed by employing an additional clustering method on the
unified graph matrix. The clustering performance depends on the quality of each
view graph and the fusion strategy. Although they have achieved some successes,
there still exist several limitations. First, the consensus information of different
views is not considered when learning each view graph matrix. Most existing meth-
ods learn pairwise similarities between objects for each view independently. This
often leads to that the involved biases affect the quality of each view graph matrix.
Motivated by [39], our method captures the consensus information by learning a
small number of representative uniform anchor points for different views. Each
anchor point is the centroid of the corresponding sub-cluster. That is to say, each
view has an anchor set and these anchor points in different views preserve the
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information within the same sub-clusters. Second, they keep both the pre-given
anchor set and the learned view graph matrix fixed in the fusion process (e.g., [39]).
In this case, they are sensitive to the initialization and easy to trap in the local
optimum. Our method learns each view bipartite graph matrix, the unified graph
matrix, and uniform anchor points jointly in a mutually reinforcing way. Each of
them can help the learning of the others. Third, most of them cannot adaptively
learn the weight of each view without an additive hyper-parameter. The optimal
value of the additive hyper-parameter needs to search in a large range [40]. Our
method can determine an optimal weight for each view adaptively based on the

































Figure 2. The framework of our proposed BIGMC method.
To address these limitations simultaneously, we propose a novel multi-view
clustering approach, denoted by BIpartite Graph-based Multi-view Clustering
(BIGMC) [41]. The overall framework of BIGMC is shown in Figure 2. To be
specific, from the input of multi-view data matrices, we create t initial uniform
anchor points for different views denoted as A. Then the graph of each view is
generated based on the similarity between data points and the anchor points, which
is referred to as “data-to-anchor” similarity graph and denoted as S. Afterward,
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all Ss from multiple views are employed to learn a unified graph matrix U in the
fusion procedure. In the meantime, a weight for each view (δ) is added adaptively
based on Ss and U indicating its importance. A low-rank constraint is imposed on
the Laplacian matrix of a unified bipartite graph associated with U , which aims to
constrain that the bipartite graph has a c number of connected components corre-
sponding to the required number of clusters. Next, the obtained unified matrix U
would go back to improve the Ss and δ of each view until convergence. According
to the converged unified graph matrix U , we can get the unified anchor points A
for each view. If they are different from the initial anchor points, we would improve
all As to in turn update the Ss, the unified graph matrix U , and the weight δ until
they are identical. The final clusters are formed directly based on U .
Hence, the main contributions can be summarized as follows.
 We propose a novel bipartite graph based multi-view clustering (BIGMC)
approach. BIGMC can learn and make good use of the consensus information
represented by a small number of uniform anchor points, which alleviates the
influence of biases contained in multiple views.
 BIGMC jointly learns the similarity bipartite graph for each view, the unified
bipartite graph, and the consensus anchors in a mutually reinforcing way. It
can also determine the weight for each bipartite graph automatically without
introducing an additive hyper-parameter. The final clusters are generated
directly based on the unified bipartite graph when the anchors are identical
in different views.
 BIGMC employs an efficient alternating iterative optimization strategy to
solve the variable optimization problem step by step, where each sub-problem
has an optimal solution.
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 Experimental results on both synthetic and real-world data sets demonstrate
the effectiveness of the proposed BIGMC and the superiority over the state-
of-the-art baselines.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.2 gives a brief
introduction of related multi-view clustering methods. Section 2.3 presents the
proposed bipartite graph based multi-view clustering approach. The optimization
strategy of this problem is given in Section 2.4. Extensive experiments are shown
in Section 2.5. At last, Section 2.6 concludes this chapter.
2.2 Related Work
The existing graph-based multi-view clustering methods are related to the
above-mentioned multi-view spectral clustering methods [18, 19]. The difference is
that the former method forms clusters on the unified graph of multiple views not
on the embedding representation [42]. For most graph-based multi-view clustering
methods, they still cannot simultaneously address the limitations mentioned in
the introduction. For example, the authors in [19] utilize a two-state learning
strategy, where they first construct the initial graph of each view and then optimize
as well as integrate them into a global graph. Both [43] and [18] propose to
learn a common graph directly without considering the discriminative information
contained in different views. A graph-based multi-view clustering method [38]
is proposed to jointly learn multiple view graphs and a fusion graph. It does
not take the consensus information into account and also has high computational
complexity. To this end, two multi-view spectral clustering methods via bipartite
graph are presented [39, 15]. While [39] keeps the selected salient points fixed and
thus is sensitive to the initialization. Both [39] and [15] construct the Laplacian
matrix for each view and keep them fixed during fusion. Additionally, K-means
is required to obtain the final clusters. Our proposed BIGMC can alleviate all
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these limitations. In the experiment section, some representative methods will be
compared to our method.
2.3 Proposed Method
Before presenting our proposed BIGMC method, we first introduce some no-
tations. Throughout the paper, for a matrix X ∈ Rd×n, let xj be the j-th column
vector, xij be the (i, j)-th entry, Tr(X) be the trace, and ||X||F be the Frobenius
norm respectively. For a vector x ∈ Rd×1, we denote xj as j-th entry, xT as the
transpose, and ||x||p = (
∑d
i=1 |xi|p)1/p as lp-norm. The identity matrix can be
denoted by I, and a vector with all entries of one can be denoted by 1.
The bipartite graph can be learned based on the similarities between data
points and their corresponding neighbor anchor points [39]. For a multi-view
data set with m views, we denote X1, . . . , Xm as the data matrices and Xv =
[xv1, . . . , x
v
n] ∈ Rdv×n as the v-th view data with dv dimensions as well as n data
points. For Xv, let xvj be the j-th column vector and x
v
ij be the (i, j)-th entry.
Let A1, . . . , Am be the uniform anchor matrices and Av = [av1, . . . , a
v
t ] ∈ Rdv×t as
the anchor matrix of Xv with dv dimensions as well as t anchor points. c is the
required number of clusters. It is noteworthy that all view data have t consensus
anchor points, where each anchor point is the centroid of the corresponding sub-
cluster. When t = c, each cluster only has one anchor point. When c < t < n,
each cluster can be represented by several sub-clusters and thus has several anchor
points. The specific number of the anchor points for each cluster can be learned
by our proposed BIGMC method.
2.3.1 View Graph Learning
The similarity matrices between data and anchors can be denoted as
S1, . . . , Sm, where Sv ∈ Rn×t. For the i-th data point xvi of Xv, we can connect the
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j-th anchor avj to it as a neighboring anchor with the probability s
v
ij. In general,
closer xvi and a
v
j are likely to have larger connection probability s
v
ij [38]. Thus s
v
ij
is inversely proportional to the distance between them, e.g. ||xvi − avj ||. Therefore,









||xvi − avj ||22svij + α
m∑
v=1
||Sv||2F s.t. ∀v, svij ≥ 0, 1T svi = 1. (1)
where the second term is a regularization term, and the parameter α is employed
to control the connection sparsity between data points and multiple anchors. If
α = 0, there is a trivial solution for problem (1), i.e., svij = 1 indicating that only
its nearest anchor avj can be connected to x
v
i . This is called hard partition. If α
is large enough, the connections from all t anchors {avj}tj=1 to xvi can be built with
the same probability 1/t. The value of α can be determined adaptively as shown
in Section 2.4.1. The normalization 1T svi = 1 can be considered as the sparse
constraint on Sv.
Here, we learn the view graphs independently via constructing a similarity
matrix for each view when fixing the anchor set. The reason is that each graph is
only related to the other by the anchor set. Then, we produce a unified bipartite
graph matrix and use it to update {Av}mv=1 adaptively until convergence.
2.3.2 Unified Graph Learning
As mentioned above, our proposed BIGMC can jointly learn the graphs of
all views, construct a unified bipartite graph, and automatically determine the
importance of each view. To be specific, the unified bipartite graph can be obtained






||U − Sv||2F δvs.t. ∀i, uij ≥ 0, 1Tui = 1. (2)
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where δv represents the weight of v-th view, ui ∈ Rt×1 is a column vector of U ,
and uij is the j-th entry of ui. The values of the weights δ = {δ1, . . . , δm} can be
determined automatically according to Theorem 1 [38] as follows:











||U − Sv||F s.t. ∀i, uij ≥ 0, 1Tui = 1 (3)
The Lagrange function of Problem (3) can be written as:
m∑
v=1
||U − Sv||F + Θ(Λ, U) (4)
where Θ(Λ, U) is the formalized term derived from the constraints in problem (3),
and Λ is the Lagrange multiplier. Then we take the derivative of Problem (4) with



























From Eq. (5) and (7), we can get the same solution to Eq. (3) and Eq. (2) if







Eq. (5) cannot be solved directly since δv depends on the target variable U when
Sv is given. However, if δv is set stationary, Eq. (5) can be regarded as the solution
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to Eq. (2). In this case, the calculated U from Eq. (5) (it is in fact Eq. (22) shown
below) will be further employed to update δv via Eq. (8). This strategy inspires
us to solve the Problem (3) through an iterative way. Moreover, if the iterative
optimization strategy converges (shown in Section 2.4), the converged values of
U and Sv are optimal. Similarly, the weight δv is correspondingly tuned to an
optimal value by Eq. (8). Hence, Problem (2) can be transformed into problem
(3) when the weights δ are determined by Eq. (8), where the values of U and Sv
are obtained in the last iteration.
















||U − Sv||2F δv
s.t. ∀v, i, svij ≥ 0, 1T svi = 1, uij ≥ 0, 1Tui = 1.
(9)
We notice that the matrices {Sv}mv=1 and U can be learned jointly in a prob-
lem when {Av}mv=1 are fixed. In the next subsection, we can adaptively find the
consensus anchor points of all views.
2.3.3 Consensus Anchor Learning
When the unified matrix U is updated, we can explore the consensus anchors
and reposition them in all views. For j-th subcluster of v-th view data, its anchor








where avj ∈ Rdv×1 and j = 1, . . . , t. Then the anchor matrices {Av}mv=1 can be
updated. At last, we combine Eq. (10) with problem (9) and learn the matrices

















||U − Sv||2F δv
s.t. ∀v, i, svij ≥ 0, 1T svi = 1, uij ≥ 0, 1Tui = 1.
(11)
2.3.4 Optimal Bipartite Graph Learning
As mentioned above, the edge weights of the bipartite graph can be repre-
sented by U ∈ Rn×t, where each element, uij, is a weight of the edge that connects
xi and the corresponding aj of all views [44]. In this case, the weighted adjacency












where D1 ∈ Rn×n; i-th vector of D1 is d1i =
∑t
j=1 uij; D2 ∈ Rt×t; j-th vector of D2
is d2j =
∑n
i=1 uij. Hence, the normalized Laplacian matrix is given by
LU = I− (DU)−1/2Z(DU)−1/2. (12)
The neighbor anchor assignment is optimal for each data point in all views
when there exist exactly c connected components in the bipartite graph. It can be
achieved by imposing a rank constraint on LU of the bipartite graph Z associated
with U . As pointed out by [45], first, the eigenvalues of LU are in a normalized
form that enables the spectra to relate better to graph invariants for general graphs
to some extent than a standard form. Second, there is an important property of
DU if U is non-negative:
Theorem 2. The multiplicity c of the eigenvalue 0 of the normalized Laplacian
matrix LU equals the number of connected components in the bipartite graph asso-
ciated with U.
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The proof of Theorem 2 has been shown in [45]. The Theorem 1 says that the
n data points and t anchors can be partitioned into c clusters based on Z related
to U if rank(LU) = (n + t) − c. Hence, the final subclusters and clusters can be
generated without need to perform an additional clustering method. The optimal















||U − Sv||2F δv
s.t. ∀v, i, svij ≥ 0, 1T svi = 1, uij ≥ 0, 1Tui = 1, rank(LU) = (n+ t)− c.
(13)
It can be noticed that the constraint rank(LU) = (n + t) − c is nonlinear and
hard to solve. To relax this constraint, we introduce c-smallest eigenvalues of LU ,
denoted by {ηq(LU)}cq=1, in which ηq(LU) ≥ 0 since LU is positive semi-definite.
Thus let
∑c
q=1 ηq(LU) = 0 so that the rank constraint can be achieved. From Ky





Tr(F TLUF ). (14)

















||U − Sv||2F δv + βTr(F TLUF )
s.t. ∀v, i, svij ≥ 0, 1T svi = 1, uij ≥ 0, 1Tui = 1, F TF = I.
(15)
When the parameter β is large enough, the optimal U obtained by solving problem
(15) can make
∑c
q=1 ηq(LU) = 0 achieved. Note that we can use β to control the
number of connected components in the bipartite graph, denoted by γ. β will be
increased when γ < c and decreased when γ > c in each iteration. Hence, the
resulting bipartite graph matrix Z has exact c connected components, and groups
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n data points as well as t anchors into c clusters. We can solve the problem (15)
by an alternating optimization strategy.
2.4 Optimization Strategy
It has been a challenging issue that each variable in the Problem (15) can have
an optimized solution since they are coupled together. An alternating iterative
strategy [39] can effectively transform a constrained optimization problem into
a series of unconstrained sub-problems by plugging some penalty terms into the
objective function. In this chapter, we have variables {S}mv=1, {δv}mv=1, U , F , and
{Av}mv=1 to be optimized. The strategy is that one of them is updated when the
others are fixed. Specifically, the updated rules are presented in the subsections.
2.4.1 Fix {δv}mv=1, U , F , and {Av}mv=1, Update {S}mv=1
When we fix {δv}mv=1, U , F , and {Av}mv=1 of the problem (15), which makes















||U − Sv||2F δv
s.t. ∀v, i, svij ≥ 0, 1T svi = 1.
(16)
It is easy to be noticed that the updates of {S}mv=1 are independent for all








||xvi − avj ||22svij + α||Sv||2F + ||U − Sv||2F δv
s.t. ∀i, svij ≥ 0, 1T svi = 1.
(17)
Besides, we can also find that updating svi for each vector is independent and
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||xvi − avj ||22svij + α||svi ||22 + ||ui − svi ||22 δv
s.t. ∀i, svij ≥ 0, 1T svi = 1.
(18)
For the convenience of calculation, let θi as a vector with j-th element θij =











||ui − svi ||22 δv
s.t. ∀i, svij ≥ 0, 1T svi = 1.
(19)
The problem (19) can be tackled with a closed-form if we constrain svi having k
nonzero elements. That is to say, only k-nearest anchors for each data point xvi are
taken into account instead of k-nearest data points. This assignment of multiple
neighboring anchors contributes to preserving both the invariant and discriminative
local structures since each object in different views has not only invariances but







θia − 2kδvui,k+1 − 2δv) (20)
and the final optimized solution of svij
svij =

θi,k+1 − θij + 2δv(uij − ui,k+1)
kθi,k+1 −
∑k




0 j > k
(21)
2.4.2 Fix {S}mv=1, U , F , and {Av}mv=1, Update {δv}mv=1
When we fix {S}mv=1, U , F , and {Av}mv=1, solving problem (15) to update
{δv}mv=1 can be turned into solving problem (2). As mentioned above, the final
solution of each δv in {δv}mv=1 can be obtained according to Eq. (8).
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2.4.3 Fix {S}mv=1, {δv}mv=1, F , and {Av}mv=1, Update U






||U − Sv||2F δv + βTr(F TLUF )
s.t. ∀i, uij ≥ 0, 1Tui = 1.
(22)
where all LU , DU , and Z depend on U . Specifically, the last term reveals the
mutual relations as follows:


































s.t. ∀i, uij ≥ 0, 1Tui = 1.
(24)





||ui − svi ||22 δv + βµTi ui
s.t. ∀i, uij ≥ 0, 1Tui = 1.
(25)
We denote φ and ϕ as the Lagrange multipliers for the two constraints. Thus
we can have the Lagrange function of problem (25):
L(ui, φ, ϕ) =
m∑
v=1
||ui − svi ||22 δv + βµTi ui − φ(1Tui − 1)− ϕTui. (26)








svi δv + βµi − φ1− ϕ = 0 (27)
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From [47], only the optimal u∗i , φ
∗, and ϕ∗ can satisfy the Eq. (27). Additionally,
β can be adaptively determined and thus be treated as a known parameter. Let
a = 2
∑m




i δv − βµi for the constants. On the basis of the
Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions, we can have
u∗i a− pi − φ∗1− ϕ∗ = 0 (28)
where ∀j, u∗ij ≥ 0, ϕ∗j ≥ 0, u∗ijϕ∗j = 0. According to the constraint 1Tui = 1, i.e.,
1Tu∗i = 1 we can obtain
φ∗ =
a− 1Tpi − 1Tϕ∗
t
(29)
































≥ 0, (·)+ = max(· , 0), and u∗ij =






. The solution σ∗ can be obtained by finding the root of
problem as





where σ ≥ 0 and f ′(σ) ≥ 0. It can be noted that f(σ) is a linear and convex
function. The Newton-Raphson method as a root-finding algorithm can generate
a successively approximation to the root of a real-valued function. Hence, a suf-
ficiently precise value of σ (i.e., σ∗) is reached by iterating computing a better
approximation, στ+1, to the root. Solving for στ+1 gives




Therefore, u∗i can be obtained by Eq. (30) for each row of U .
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2.4.4 Fix {S}mv=1, {δv}mv=1, U , and {Av}mv=1, Update F




Tr(F TLUF ) s.t. F
TF = I (33)







































B2, in which B1 are the leading c left singular vectors
of B and B2 are the leading c right singular vectors of B.
The optimal F is composed of the optimal F1 and F2.
2.4.5 Fix {S}mv=1, {δv}mv=1, U , and F , Update {Av}mv=1
When we fix {S}mv=1, {δv}mv=1, U , and F , each avj can be updated by Eq. (10).
The details are shown in Algorithm 1.
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Algorithm 1 BIGMC Optimization Method
Input: Data set of m views X1, . . . , Xm with Xv ∈ Rdv×n, the number of anchor
points t, the number of clusters c, the number of anchor neighbors k, initial
parameter β.
Output: The final cluster labels Y
1: Initialize t uniform anchor points for each anchor set Av using an initialization
method (e.g., k-means) on concatenate data from all views.
2: Construct the bipartite graph matrix Sv for each view.
3: Set the weight for each view δv = 1/m.
4: Construct U based on {Sv}mv=1 and δ.
5: Calculate F by solving problem (32).
6: repeat
7: repeat
8: Fix δ, U , F , and A, update {Sv}mv=1 by Eq. (21).
9: Fix {Sv}mv=1, U , F , and A, update δ by Eq. (8).
10: Fix {Sv}mv=1, δ, F , and A, update U by Eq. (30).
11: Fix {Sv}mv=1, δ, U , and A, update F by Lemma 1.
12: until Theorem 1 or the maximum iteration reached.
13: Fix {Sv}mv=1, δ, U , and F , update A by Eq. (10).
14: until converge
The final clusters Y are the exact c components in the unified bipartite graph
matrix U .
2.5 Complexity and Convergence Analysis
2.5.1 Complexity Analysis
From Algorithm 1, the computational complexity of our proposed BIGMC
method consists mainly of six parts, which correspond the initialization and up-
dates of our variables respectively. To be more specific, the update of {Sv}mv=1
takes O(mnt), where m is the number of views; n is the number of data objects; t
is the number of anchor points and c ≤ t n; c is the number of required number
of clusters. The update of weights of all views δ has the computational complexity
of O(mnt). The update of the unified graph matrix U is achieved by solving Eq.
(28) taking O(cn). The learning of F takes O(cnt). Hence, this sub-iteration pro-
cedure is O((2mt+ c+ ct)nζ1), where ζ1 is the number of iterations. Updating the
anchor points A needs to cost O(mntd), where d = max(d1, . . . , dm). Moreover,
we initialize the anchors {Av}mv=1 by taking O(ndt) with Var-Part method. The
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initialization of {Sv}mv=1 takes O(mndt).
Overall, the computational complexity of BIGMC takes O(((2mt+ c+ ct)ζ1 +
mtd)nζ2 + ndt(m+ 1)), in which ζ2 is the number of iterations.
2.5.2 Convergence Analysis
The overall objective function Eq. (15) is not a joint convex optimization
problem of variables. Acquiring a globally optimal solution is still an open problem.
The problem (15) is solved using the optimization strategy proposed in Section
4. After alternating optimizing variables, the corresponding each sub-problem is
convex and the optimal solution of it is given. Specifically, the convergences of all
sub-problems can be shown as follows.
For the update of {S}mv=1, the objective function of problem (19) is a con-
vex function. The reason for this conclusion is that its second order derivative
with respect to svi is equal to 1. Therefore, it is monotonic decreasing using the
optimization strategy.
For the update of weights δ, the objective function of problem (2) is a linear
convex problem. A closed-form solution of δ is given in Eq. (8).
For the update of U , we can denote Û as the updated U in the augmented
Lagrangian iteration process and Γ(U) = βTr(F TLUF ). Thus the following in-












According to a lemma from [49], the convergence of problem (22) can be
obtained.












v=1(Û − Sv) and B′ =
∑m








































We sum Eq. (35) and (38) over both sides and get
m∑
v=1
||Û − Sv||F + Γ(Û) ≤
m∑
v=1
||U − Sv||F + Γ(U) (39)
As a result, the convergence of (22) is proved.
For the update of F , the objective function of problem (33) F is updated by
Lemma 1 through SVD of B.
For the update of {A}mv=1, the problem converges when the connections be-
tween data points and anchor points no longer change.
2.6 Experiments
The experiments are conducted on Matlab development environment to com-
pare with the baseline methods. In this section, we investigate the performance of
our proposed BIGMC method on both synthetic and real-world data sets. Thus,
we present two groups of experiments. The first group is to show the effectiveness
of BIGMC by observing the visual illustration of its capability on the synthetic
data sets. The learned connections within each view will be shown to prove the
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capability of similarity learning, where a large line weight indicates a strong con-
nection between the data point and its neighbor anchor point. The second group
can be divided into five sub-groups. The first sub-group is to determine an ef-
ficient initialization method for BIGMC to initialize the anchor points such that
the sensitivity to the initialization can be alleviated. The second sub-group con-
tains the clustering results on real-world datasets to demonstrate the superiority
of BIGMC compared with the baselines. Moreover, the learning results of anchors
by BIGMC on 3 real-world datasets are presented to show the adaptive ability to
learn anchors. The third sub-group is to further evaluate BIGMC by generating
4 variants of BIGMC. The fourth sub-group is to show the convergence results of
BIGMC. The fifth sub-group contains the results of running time by BIGMC and
baselines. In this chapter, we assume all views are complete.
2.6.1 Experiments on Synthetic Datasets
Data sets. We follow [19, 38] to conduct experiments on two synthetic
datasets to evaluate the performance of our proposed BIGMC. The first one con-
tains two views, which are shown in Figure 3 (a) and (d), called “Two-Moon data
set”. Each view has two clusters, i.e., one moon pattern with red dots and the
other moon pattern with blue dots. Each cluster has 100 data points and adds
0.12 percentage of random Gaussian noises. The second also involves two views,
which are shown in Figure 4 (a) and (d), called “Three-Circle data set”. Each view
has three clusters respectively represented by 30 red dots, 90 blue dots, and 180
black dots in a circle pattern. The same percentage of random Gaussian noises are
added.
Results. For the Two-Moon data set, we set the number of anchor neighbors
k = 3 and the number of anchor points t = 20. Figure 3 (b) and (e) show the
learned graphs for the two views, in which the pink squares are the learned anchor
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Figure 3. Clustering results on Two-Moon data set. The upper row includes the
original first view data, the learned graph with the learned S1, and the learned
graph with the learned U . The lower row contains the original second view data,
the learned graph with the learned S2, and the learned graph with the learned U .
The red dots are cluster 1, and the blue dots are cluster 2. The pink squares are
the learned anchor points, and the green lines are the learned connections between
data points and anchor points.
points, and lines are generated from the learned S1 and S2, respectively. The
line weight indicates how much similar each data point and its neighbor anchor
point. It can be seen that the two clusters are weakly connected together in both
views since there is no low-rank constraint on the view graph matrix. Figure 3 (c)
and (f) show the learned graphs for the two views, where the lines are produced
from the learned unified matrix U . The final clusters are separated well. The
weak connections are cut and the strong connections are strengthened by fusing
the complementary information contained in two views. For the Three-Circle data
set, we set the number of anchor points k = 3 and the number of anchor neighbors
t = 40. Similar to Figure 3, the learned graphs for the two views are shown in
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Figure 4. Clustering results on Three-Circle data set. The upper row includes the
original first view data, the learned graph with the learned S1, and the learned
graph with the learned U . The lower row contains the original second view data,
the learned graph with the learned S2, and the learned graph with the learned
U . The red, blue, and black dots are cluster 1, cluster 2, and cluster 3. The
pink squares are the learned anchor points, and the green lines are the learned
connections between data points and anchor points.
Figure 4 (b) and (e) with the lines from the learned S1 and S2. The three clusters
are connected together, where the connections are closer than that in the Two-
Moon data set. It is harder to separate the clusters correctly for the Three-Circle
data set. From the results in Figure 4 (c) and (f), they are separated well based on
the unified matrix U by considering the information in two views. Additionally, it is
noticed that the number of anchor points in each cluster can be learned adaptively
without being specified, and the learned locations of them are well distributed.
2.6.2 Experiments on Real-world Datasets
To further assess the effectiveness of our proposed BIGMC, we compare
BIGMC with several baselines on real-world datasets.
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Table 1. Statistics of experimental data sets
Datasets n m c d1 d2 d3 d4 d5 d6
3sources 169 3 6 3560 3631 3068 - - -
100leaves 1600 3 100 64 64 64 - - -
Caltech-7 1474 6 7 48 40 254 1984 512 928
Caltech-20 2386 6 20 48 40 254 1984 512 928
Mfeat 2000 6 10 216 76 64 6 240 47
WebKB 203 3 4 1703 230 230 - - -
YaleB 650 3 10 2500 3304 6750 - - -
Data sets. The following data sets are widely used in the literature.
1) 3sources1: There are 3 views from BBC, Reuters, and Guardian. Each view has
169 news, which can be grouped into 6 clusters.
2) 100leaves2: There are 3 views, where each view has 1600 data points from each
of 100 plant species leaves. Each object can be described by shape descriptor,
fine-scale margin, and texture histogram in the 3 views, respectively.
3) Caltech-7 3: It is a subset of Caltech-101 data set, consisting of 6 views. Each
view has 1474 images, which can be grouped into 7 clusters, i.e., faces, motorbikes,
dollar bill, Garfield, stop sign, and windsor chair.
4) Caltech-20 4: It is also a subset of Caltech-101 data set, consisting of the same
6 views with Caltech-7. Each view has 2386 images, which can be partitioned into
20 classes.
5) Mfeat5: It is the Mfeat handwritten digit data set including handwritten digits
(0-9) from the UCI repository. There are 6 views. Each view has 2000 samples







6) WebKB6: There are 3 views, in which each view has 203 web-pages and 4 classes.
Each web-page can be described by the anchor text of the hyper-like, the content
of the page, and the title.
7) YaleB7: It is a subset of the extended Yale-B data set, i.e., the first 10 classes
data. There are 3 views, where each view has 650 face images.
The statistical information of all these data sets is shown in Table 1. n is the
number of data objects. m is the number of views. c is the required number of
clusters. dv indicates the dimension of features in v-th view.
Baselines. The following baseline methods are compared with our proposed
BIGMC methods.
1) Multi-View Clustering via Concept factorization (MVCC) [50]: Incorporating
the local manifold regularization into concept factorization to drive a common rep-
resentation for multiple views.
2) Pairwise Multi-view Low-Rank Sparse Subspace Clustering (P-MVLRSSC) [51]:
Performing multi-view clustering based on low-rank representation and sparse sub-
space learning between affinity matrices of the pairs of views.
3) Centroid Multi-view Low-Rank Sparse Subspace Clustering (C-MVLRSSC) [51]:
Performing multi-view clustering based on low-rank representation and sparse sub-
space learning between affinity matrices towards a common centroid.
4) Graph-based Multi-view Clustering (GMC) [38]: Constructing the graph of each
view based on the pairwise similarity between any two data samples and fusing
them to produce a unified matrix. The final clusters can be obtained from the
unified matrix.
5) Multi-View Graph Learning (MVGL) [19]: Learning the initial graph of each




the optimized graphs into a global graph.
6) Multi-view Spectral Clustering (MVSC) [39]: Learning a bipartite graph for
each view, combining them using a local manifold fusion method, and running
spectral clustering on the fused graph.
7) Multi-view Learning with Adaptive Neighbours (MLAN) [18]: Performing clus-
tering and local structure learning simultaneously and obtaining an optimal graph
without fusion.
In the baselines, the state-of-the-art comparisons, MVCC, P-MVLRSSC, and
C-MVLRSSC methods are based on subspace learning. GMC, MVGL, and MLAN
methods are graph-based multi-view clustering. MVSC method is a bipartite
graph-based multi-view clustering.
Experiment Settings. For the comparisons, we downloaded the source
codes from the authors’ websites and followed the experimental setting as well
as the parameter tuning steps of their papers. All the baselines and our proposed
method are implemented in the Matlab development environment. For BIGMC,
we empirically set t = n/5 and k = 5. The initial value of parameter β is set to 1.
Its value is adaptively tuned in the optimization procedure of the objective func-
tion for each data set. Six common metrics are utilized to evaluate the clustering
performance: the accuracy (ACC), the normalized mutual information (NMI), the
adjusted rand index (ARI), the F-measure (F-M), the precision (PRE), and the
recall (REC). To randomize the experiments, each method is run 5 times [52, 53]
and the means, as well as standard deviations of the metrics, are reported.
Results. Table 2 shows the clustering results with the six metrics by different
methods on the seven real-world datasets. We highlight the best results in bold.
From the table, it can be noticed that our proposed BIGMC approach acquires
better performance than the baselines.
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Table 2. Clustering results (mean±standard-deviation) with metrics (ACC, NMI,
ARI, F-M, PRE, and REC) by different methods on 7 real-world datasets
Metrics Methods 3sources 100leaves Caltech-7 Caltech-20 Mfeat WebKB YaleB Ave
ACC MVCC 0.761±0.01 0.128±0.00 0.471±0.00 0.533±0.00 0.408±0.00 0.709±0.00 0.196±0.00 0.455±0.00
P-MLRSSC 0.682±0.05 0.030±0.00 0.609±0.08 0.434±0.02 0.592±0.04 0.425±0.03 0.481±0.08 0.465±0.04
C-MLRSSC 0.662±0.07 0.030±0.00 0.563±0.05 0.429±0.02 0.578±0.05 0.442±0.04 0.478±0.11 0.454±0.05
GMC 0.692±0.00 0.824±0.00 0.692±0.00 0.456±0.00 0.882±0.00 0.769±0.00 0.434±0.00 0.678±0.00
MVGL 0.302±0.00 0.766±0.00 0.579±0.00 0.578±0.00 0.856±0.00 0.581±0.00 0.300±0.00 0.566±0.00
MVSC 0.531±0.00 0.717±0.00 0.621±0.00 0.575±0.00 0.703±0.00 0.567±0.00 0.468±0.00 0.597±0.00
MLAN 0.763±0.00 0.873±0.01 0.780±0.00 0.525±0.00 0.973±0.00 0.729±0.00 0.343±0.00 0.712±0.00
BIGMC 0.797±0.00 0.921±0.00 0.785±0.00 0.611±0.00 0.932±0.01 0.795±0.00 0.575±0.01 0.774±0.00
NMI MVCC 0.698±0.01 0.552±0.00 0.464±0.00 0.564±0.00 0.422±0.00 0.418±0.00 0.088±0.00 0.458±0.00
P-MLRSSC 0.594±0.03 0.442±0.01 0.500±0.02 0.487±0.01 0.700±0.02 0.355±0.03 0.378±0.04 0.493±0.02
C-MLRSSC 0.595±0.03 0.440±0.01 0.497±0.03 0.477±0.01 0.703±0.00 0.376±0.03 0.399±0.02 0.498±0.02
GMC 0.622±0.00 0.929±0.00 0.660±0.00 0.481±0.00 0.905±0.00 0.435±0.00 0.449±0.00 0.640±0.00
MVGL 0.109±0.00 0.893±0.00 0.558±0.00 0.576±0.00 0.904±0.00 0.144±0.00 0.271±0.00 0.493±0.00
MVSC 0.541±0.00 0.886±0.00 0.581±0.00 0.567±0.00 0.831±0.00 0.122±0.00 0.431±0.00 0.565±0.00
MLAN 0.689±0.00 0.948±0.00 0.636±0.00 0.539±0.00 0.939±0.00 0.402±0.00 0.348±0.00 0.643±0.00
BIGMC 0.705±0.00 0.960±0.01 0.697±0.00 0.624±0.00 0.910±0.00 0.540±0.00 0.525±0.01 0.709±0.00
ARI MVCC 0.631±0.00 0.121±0.00 0.298±0.00 0.487±0.00 0.255±0.00 0.468±0.00 0.028±0.00 0.329±0.00
P-MLRSSC 0.565±0.06 0.060±0.00 0.324±0.02 0.349±0.05 0.548±0.03 0.246±0.03 0.200±0.02 0.327±0.00
C-MLRSSC 0.557±0.08 0.059±0.00 0.334±0.03 0.343±0.06 0.559±0.00 0.266±0.03 0.222±0.01 0.334±0.03
GMC 0.443±0.00 0.497±0.00 0.594±0.00 0.128±0.00 0.850±0.00 0.440±0.00 0.157±0.00 0.444±0.00
MVGL -0.036±0.00 0.506±0.00 0.395±0.00 0.263±0.00 0.832±0.00 0.083±0.00 0.093±0.00 0.305±0.00
MVSC 0.426±0.00 0.318±0.00 0.436±0.00 0.260±0.00 0.694±0.00 0.068±0.00 0.147±0.00 0.336±0.00
MLAN 0.571±0.00 0.818±0.01 0.572±0.00 0.197±0.01 0.940±0.00 0.373±0.00 0.090±0.00 0.509±0.00
BIGMC 0.661±0.00 0.883±0.01 0.690±0.00 0.498±0.01 0.940±0.01 0.546±0.00 0.244±0.02 0.615±0.01
F-M MVCC 0.734±0.00 0.136±0.00 0.464±0.00 0.541±0.00 0.332±0.00 0.664±0.00 0.148±0.00 0.436±0.00
P-MLRSSC 0.659±0.05 0.077±0.00 0.518±0.02 0.464±0.04 0.605±0.02 0.445±0.03 0.302±0.02 0.439±0.03
C-MLRSSC 0.654±0.06 0.076±0.00 0.524±0.02 0.460±0.05 0.615±0.00 0.462±0.03 0.322±0.01 0.444±0.02
GMC 0.605±0.00 0.504±0.00 0.722±0.00 0340±0.00 0.866±0.00 0.700±0.00 0.265±0.00 0.572±0.00
MVGL 0.339±0.00 0.513±0.00 0.570±0.00 0.415±0.00 0.850±0.00 0.566±0.00 0.204±0.00 0.494±0.00
MVSC 0.535±0.00 0.328±0.00 0.647±0.00 0.413±0.00 0.728±0.00 0.564±0.00 0.261±0.00 0.497±0.00
MLAN 0.683±0.00 0.819±0.01 0.737±0.00 0.371±0.01 0.946±0.00 0.668±0.00 0.211±0.00 0.633±0.00
BIGMC 0.751±0.00 0.882±0.01 0.797±0.00 0.557±0.00 0.956±0.00 0.753±0.00 0.350±0.02 0.704±0.00
PRE MVCC 0.613±0.00 0.076±0.00 0.759±0.00 0.561±0.00 0.322±0.00 0.708±0.00 0.118±0.00 0.461±0.00
P-MLRSSC 0.707±0.05 0.040±0.00 0.697±0.04 0.426±0.05 0.473±0.03 0.663±0.04 0.234±0.02 0.463±0.03
C-MLRSSC 0.696±0.05 0.040±0.00 0.711±0.05 0.425±0.05 0.484±0.00 0.682±0.04 0.249±0.01 0.470±0.03
GMC 0.484±0.00 0.352±0.00 0.886±0.00 0.228±0.00 0.826±0.00 0.592±0.00 0.204±0.00 0.510±0.00
MVGL 0.218±0.00 0.380±0.00 0.762±0.00 0.327±0.00 0.789±0.00 0.423±0.00 0.164±0.00 0.437±0.00
MVSC 0.529±0.00 0.205±0.00 0.667±0.00 0.325±0.00 0.651±0.00 0.417±0.00 0.193±0.00 0.427±0.00
MLAN 0.609±0.00 0.775±0.01 0.739±0.00 0.279±0.00 0.945±0.00 0.559±0.00 0.157±0.00 0.580±0.00
BIGMC 0.718±0.00 0.870±0.02 0.904±0.00 0.576±0.01 0.953±0.00 0.742±0.01 0.268±0.01 0.688±0.01
REC MVCC 0.823±0.00 0.653±0.00 0.334±0.00 0.530±0.00 0.342±0.00 0.626±0.00 0.197±0.00 0.515±0.00
P-MLRSSC 0.619±0.06 0.771±0.01 0.414±0.03 0.512±0.04 0.843±0.02 0.337±0.03 0.430±0.02 0.561±0.03
C-MLRSSC 0.619±0.07 0.770±0.02 0.416±0.02 0.503±0.05 0.843±0.00 0.350±0.03 0.455±0.02 0.565±0.03
GMC 0.805±0.00 0.887±0.00 0.609±0.00 0.673±0.00 0.909±0.00 0.858±0.00 0.378±0.00 0.731±0.00
MVGL 0.768±0.00 0.789±0.00 0.455±0.00 0.567±0.00 0.920±0.00 0.858±0.00 0.270±0.00 0.647±0.00
MVSC 0.628±0.00 0.826±0.00 0.629±0.00 0.567±0.00 0.828±0.00 0.873±0.00 0.405±0.00 0.679±0.00
MLAN 0.777±0.00 0.869±0.00 0.734±0.00 0.557±0.02 0.947±0.00 0.831±0.00 0.321±0.00 0.719±0.00
BIGMC 0.834±0.00 0.893±0.01 0.738±0.00 0.698±0.00 0.966±0.00 0.914±0.01 0.495±0.02 0.773±0.00
In terms of ACC, our proposed BIGMC method achieves the best performance
for 6 out of 7 datasets. For the Mfeat dataset, BIGMC also finishes the second
and performs better than the other methods by a large margin except of the
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MLAN method. In terms of NMI, BIGMC gives a better performance than the
comparisons for 6 out of 7 datasets. Moreover, it also achieves the second-best
performance on Mfeat dataset. We can also see that BIGMC performs better for
6 out of 7 datasets in terms of ARI and has comparable performance with the
MLAN method. In terms of F-M, PRE, and REC metrics, BIGMC is markedly
better than all the baselines on all datasets. To be more specific, BIGMC has a
smaller deviation than the P-MLRSSC method although they achieve the same
average PRE values. Note that the average metric value for each method on all
datasets can be seen in the last column. BIGMC, on average, outperforms all the
other compared methods.
BIGMC can learn better anchor points based on the learned unified graph.
MVCC drives a common consensus representation through manifold regularization
and concept factorization. One reason why it is worse than BIGMC is that the
constructed Laplacian matrices are fixed during the learning process. BIGMC
performs better than P-MVLRSSC and C-MVLRSSC, both of which rely on the
additional K-means clustering method.
Compared with the graph-based methods, i.e., GMC, MVGL, MVSC, and
MLAN, BIGMC has a superior performance since it can learn a better unified
graph by learning the individual graph, the unified graph, and the consensus anchor
points across all views simultaneously.
To further demonstrate the adaptive ability of learning anchor points, we give
an example to show the learning results of anchors by our method on 3 real-world
datasets including 3sources, Caltech-7, and WebKB. The ground truth number of
samples, the predicted number of samples, and the predicted number of anchors
for each class are shown in Figure 5. From the figure, we can observe that the
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Figure 5. The learning results of anchors by BIGMC on 3 real-world datasets
compared with the ground truth and the predicted number of samples in each
class. (a) 3sources; (b) Caltech-7; (c) WebKB.
For different classes, the number of anchors can be learned adaptively, and more
anchors can be learned for a class with a larger number of samples.
Mode Evaluation. To further show the effectiveness of our proposed
BIGMC, we evaluate 4 variants of BIGMC as follow:
1) BIGMC A: The learned unified graph matrix U are not used to improve the
initialized anchors A for each view by removing Steps 6 and 14 in Algorithm 1.
2) BIGMC AS: The learned unified graph matrix U are not employed to improve
both the initialized anchors A and the initialized similarity matrix S for each view
by removing Steps 6, 8, and 14 in Algorithm 1.
3) BIGMC W: The weight of each view δ is set to 1/m by removing Step 9 in
Algorithm 1.





















































BIGMC_A BIGMC_AS BIGMC_W BIGMC_K BIGMC
(c)
Figure 6. Clustering performance comparison of BIGMC and its 4 variants on 7
real-world datasets in terms of metrics (ACC, NMI, and F-M).
the additional clustering method, i.e., K-means, to generate the final clusters. In
this case, the reason why we use F1 not F is that F as a block matrix includes F1
(the partition matrix of data samples) and F2 (the partition matrix of anchors).
Figure 6 shows the clustering performance of BIGMC and its 4 variants on 7
real-world datasets. Figure 6 (a), (b), and (c) present the performance in terms of
ACC, NMI, and F M, respectively. It can be noted that BIGMC has a better per-
formance than the four variants. This indicates that each component of BIGMC
is essential and they can help each other to improve the performance. Specifically,
comparing the performance of BIGMC A and BIGMC AS, BIGMC A outperforms
BIGMC AS since the earned unified graph matrix U goes back to improve the ini-
tialized similarity matrix S. This also shows the effectiveness of the joint learning
strategy.
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Figure 7. Convergence curves over different datasets. (a) 100leaves. (b) Caltech-
20. (c) WebKB. (d) YaleB.
Convergence Study. To show the effectiveness of the used optimization
strategy for the objective function of BIGMC method, we plot the convergence
curves of BIGMC over 4 different datasets in Figure 7. For each sub-figure, the x-
axis denotes the number of iterations and the y-axis denotes the objective function
value. It can be noticed that BIGMC converges quickly for all datasets. To be more
specific, it converges within 5 iterations on 100leaves, Caltech-20, WebKB, and
YaleB datasets. This indicates that we presented an efficient optimized solution.
Running Time Comparison. The effectiveness of our proposed BIGMC
method has been evaluated by all the above experiments. In this section, we aim
to explore the efficiency of BIGMC and compare it to that of the state-of-the-art
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methods. To exclude the influence of initialization, all the algorithms are conducted
5 times and the mean values are shown in Table 3. It can be observed that the
MVSC method performs the best and BIGMC performs the second on average.
Moreover, MVSC, BIGMC, MLAN, and GMC have comparable performance.
Table 3. Averaged running time by different methods on 7 real-world datasets
(in second)
Methods 3sources 100leaves Caltech-7 Caltech-20 Mfeat WebKB YaleB Ave
MVCC 19.672 107.170 123.957 259.248 167.966 6.354 134.167 116.933
P-MLRSSC 1.016 6.288 155.300 621.127 370.181 0.470 24.193 168.368
C-MLRSSC 0.713 29.177 158.439 679.249 384.128 0.579 25.309 182.513
GMC 0.916 16.143 8.472 21.879 53.744 1.087 1.984 14.889
MVGL 0.634 74.010 169.243 611.509 497.051 0.969 9.092 194.644
MVSC 0.206 4.545 3.044 12.250 9.447 0.121 0.379 4.285
MLAN 0.236 7.222 12.862 39.641 18.223 0.155 2.037 11.482
BIGMC 0.208 5.376 6.086 11.421 15.502 0.288 2.350 5.890
2.7 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, we proposed a novel bipartite graph based multi-view cluster-
ing (BIGMC) approach. BIGMC jointly learns the similarity graph of each view,
the unified bipartite graph, and the representative uniform anchor set in a frame-
work. Moreover, BIGMC adaptively determines the importance of each view and
directly obtains the final clusters with a low-rank constraint, which is imposed on
the unified bipartite Laplacian matrix. Finally, the consensus information is uncov-
ered and the clustering structures are learned through an alternating optimization
strategy. The experiments on synthetic and real-world datasets are conducted to
demonstrate the effectiveness of BIGMC. In addition, obtaining a globally opti-






Incomplete multi-view clustering (IMC) needs not only to make full use of the
complementary information of all views, but also to eliminate the negative impacts
of missing samples. Existing IMC methods are mostly based on subspace learning
[54], kernel learning [55], and spectral clustering [56]. According to different han-
dling of incomplete views, they can be roughly divided into two categories. The
first category concentrates on employing an imputation technique to fill the in-
complete views. Most filling methods complete the incomplete views with average
feature values. For example, Zhou et al. [56] propose a graph-based IMC (GIMC)
method based on mean value filling. As a “two-stage” algorithm, GIMC first fills
the missing samples of each incomplete view with the average sample features in
those views. Then it constructs a complete graph for each view on the completed
views, gives weights for them, and fuses them into a consensus graph. However,
such filling methods may introduce some useless even noisy information, result-
ing in the poor quality of constructed graphs. Some advanced filling methods are
proposed to perform matrix imputation. For instance, two multi-kernel k-means
methods with incomplete kernels are presented in [55]. They jointly impute incom-
plete kernel matrices and combine them to perform clustering, which is termed as
a “one-stage” algorithm. Although these two methods perform well but depend
too much on kernel learning.
The second category aims to directly learn a common representation or sub-
space without imputation. For example, partial multi-view clustering (PVC) [57]
utilizes the technique of non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) to solve the in-
complete problem of views. Specifically, PVC directly learns a common subspace
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for aligned samples in two views and a private latent representation for unaligned
samples. Inspired by PVC, Zhao et al. [58] propose an incomplete multi-modality
grouping (IMG) approach. IMG combines PVC and manifold learning to learn
a latent representation of two views. Both PVC and IMG are designed for the
incomplete two-view problems, and thus have limited ability to handle incomplete
multi-view problems. Hu et al. [59] propose a doubly aligned incomplete multi-
view clustering (DAIMC) method. It first learns a common latent feature matrix
for all views using the given sample alignment information, and then builds a
consensus basis matrix to reduce the influence of missing samples.
By observations, although some efforts have been made for IMC, there are
still some challenges to overcome. First, the filling methods have significant im-
pacts on the clustering, especially for data with a large missing ratio. No matter
performing imputation is to incomplete features, similarity matrix, or clustering
matrix, the contained useless even noisy information would lead to poor quality of
the imputation. As a result, the poor imputation affects the clustering of all the
missing and un-missing samples. Second, some methods only work for incomplete
two-view data and fail to deal with incomplete multi-view data. e.g., PVC and
IMG. Third, both NMF and subspace learning-based IMC focus on learning the
consensus representation without considering the geometric structures of data. In
the meanwhile, although certain graph-based IMC methods can effectively exploit
the data structures but cannot learn the global optimal consensus representation
because of the two-stage strategy.
To address the above issues, we propose a novel joint partition and graph
(JPG) learning approach for IMC [60]. Our proposed JPG method aims to jointly
construct local incomplete graph matrices, generate incomplete base partition ma-

















































Figure 8. The framework of our proposed JPG method.
a consensus graph matrix. The overall flow of JPG is shown in Figure 8. To be
more specific, the five sub-tasks can be achieved in a unified framework. We first
construct an incomplete similarity graph matrix Av for each view. This sub-task
is performed only based on the un-missing samples U v to guarantee the utilized
information authenticity. The grey cycles in the figure represent the missing sam-
ples. There are no connections between missing samples and un-missing samples.
Second, the incomplete base partition matrix F v for each view is generated in the
guide of the corresponding local graph matrix Av. This sub-task is to obtain the
information contained in partitions. Next, all base partition matrices are stretched
with index matrices {Gv} to produce a unified partition matrix H. Different par-
tition matrices have different sizes. The unified partition matrix contains com-
plementary information from all views. It can be also noted that JPG can weigh
each view automatically (wv) based on the discrepancy between the view matrix
and the unified matrix. Then we employ the unified partition matrix to learn a
consensus graph matrix S. A rank constraint is added on all Laplacian matrices
{Lva} and Ls to ensure that there are required exact c connected components in the
graph matrices. The final clusters can be directly obtained from S without any
additional clustering methods. In the optimization process, these five sub-tasks
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can help each other in a mutual reinforcement manner.
In summary, the main contributions are highlighted as follows:
 We propose a novel joint partition and graph (JPG) learning approach, which
can address both complete and incomplete multi-view clustering problems.
In the incomplete cases, JPG can deal with the case that few samples have
complete views and another case that all samples have missing views.
 JPG learns the local graph and base partition for each view, generates a
unified partition, and produces a consensus graph jointly. It also determines
the weight of each view automatically and generates the final clusters directly
from the consensus graph.
 JPG exploits an efficient alternation optimization strategy to optimize all
the variables step by step. JPG is also a parameter-free method, where all
the parameters can be adaptively determined in the iterations.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 3.2 reviews the related
work on multi-view clustering methods. In Section 3.3, we present the details of
our proposed method. Section 3.4 presents the optimization strategy. Section
3.5 shows experiments on real-world data sets. In Section 3.6, we provide the
conclusion.
3.2 Related Work
Most related works to our proposed JPG method are graph-based incom-
plete multi-view clustering methods such as [54, 61, 56, 62]. However, existing
approaches cannot simultaneously handle the limitations mentioned above. For
example, Wang et al. [62] propose a perturbation-oriented incomplete multi-view
clustering (PIC) method. PIC utilizes a two-stage strategy, where it first completes
the learned similarity graph matrix for each view with the average similarity values
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of the available views, and then learns a consensus Laplacian matrix by minimiz-
ing perturbation bounds. However, this method cannot learn the global optimal
consensus representation since it disconnects the processes of imputation and clus-
tering. For [56], as we mentioned above, the filling and two-strategy strategies
would lead to the poor quality of graphs. To this end, one-stage methods for
graph-based incomplete multi-view clustering are studied in [54, 61]. Wen et al.
[54] first construct a graph for each view based on subspace learning, generate a
partition for each view, and fuse the obtained partition into a unified matrix. They
in [61] use matrix factorization technique to learn the common latent representa-
tion. Although both of them use the information from the un-missing samples,
they ignore the weight of each view in the fusion and also rely on the initialization
because of the used subspace learning and matrix factorization techniques. Addi-
tionally, these two methods need the K-means algorithm to get the final clusters.
Our work is also related to multi-view clustering in the partition space
[63, 64, 65]. Tao Et al. [63] focus on the high-level information in the parti-
tion space and thus propose a multi-view ensemble clustering (MVEC) method to
learn a consensus partition in an ensemble clustering way. However, the base par-
titions are pre-given and the post-processing K-means method is also required to
obtain the final clusters. Kang et al. [64] design a multiple partitions aligned clus-
tering (mPAC) method. mPAC aligns each base partition to generate a consensus
partition matrix through a rotation matrix. It performs well in the experiments.
While it utilizes subspace clustering technique to produce base partition and also
ignores the local structure of data. The authors in [65] present a partition level
multi-view subspace clustering approach, which has the same problem with [64].
All these three methods have demonstrated that integrating the information of
partition space can improve clustering performance. However, it is also worth
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noting that they are all for complete multi-view clustering problems and cannot
handle incomplete multi-view clustering problems.
3.3 Proposed Method
In this section, we first describe some notations and then present the proposed
JPG method. Throughout the paper, matrices, vectors, and scalars are respectively
written in italic capital (e.g., X), lowercase (e.g., x), and italic lowercase (e.g., x)
letters. Given a matrix X ∈ Rd×n, xj ∈ Rd×1 is its j-th column vector; xij is its
(i, j)-th entry; Tr(X) is the trace of X; ||X||F is the Frobenius norm of X. Given
a vector x, let xi be its i-th entry, x
T be its transpose, and ||x||p = (
∑d
i=1 |xi|p)1/p
be its lp-norm. Matrix I indicates the identity matrix, and vector 1 represents its
entries are one.
Our proposed JPG consists of adaptive local partition learning, multi-view
partition fusion, and consensus graph construction. In each section, the main
technologies and theories are described. Overall, JPG models three main tasks
into a unified framework including the learning of the adaptive local partition of
each view, the learning of the fusion of partitions of all views, and the construction
of the consensus graph. In the framework, each view is auto-weighted; the partition
of each view, the fusion partition of all views, and the consensus graph are produced
jointly; the final clusters are generated directly based on the consensus graph.
3.3.1 Adaptive Base Partition Learning
Before learning the base partition of each view, we first generate an authentic
similarity matrix for each view. From the above analysis, the authentic similarity
information contained in the un-missing samples contributes to achieving a more
reliable partition and eliminating the negative impacts of the missing views. Thus,
each entry in the authentic similarity matrix represents the relationship between
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any two un-missing samples. For a multi-view data set with m views, we denote
X1, . . . , Xm as the data matrices and Xv = [xv1, . . . , x
v
n] ∈ Rdv×n as the v-th view
data with dv dimensions as well as n data points. From these the data matrices, we
extract the un-missing samples for each view, and thus obtain U1, . . . , Um, where
U v = [uv1, . . . , u
v
n] ∈ Rdv×nv as the v-th view available data with dv dimensions as
well as nv data points. For U
v, let uvi be the i-th column vector and u
v
ij be the (i, j)-
th entry. The authentic similarity matrices between any two un-missing samples
can be denoted as A1, . . . , Am, where each Av ∈ Rnv×nv can have a different size.
For the i-th sample uvi of U
v, it belongs to one of the c classes and we can
connect the j-th sample uvj to it with the probability a
v
ij. In such case, the proba-
bility avij can be seen as the authentic similarity between them. In general, closer
uvi and u
v




ij is in inverse proportion to the
distance between them, i.e. ||uvi − uvj ||22. Thus, the authentic similarity matrices











s.t. ∀v, avii = 0, avij ≥ 0, 1Tavi = 1.
(40)
where the normalization 1Tavi = 1 is considered as the sparse constraint on A
v; the
second term can be seen as a regularization term; the parameter α is a coefficient
of the regularization term. If α = 0, there will be a trivial solution for problem




i can be connected
to uvi and the other (nv−2) samples cannot be connected to it. This is called hard
partition. If α is sufficiently large, all the other (nv− 1) samples can be connected
to uvi with the same probability 1/(nv − 1). α can be adaptively determined as
shown in Section 3.4.
As we all know, the ideal neighbor assignments can make the similarity graph
have exact c connected components, which is beneficial to group data samples into
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c clusters. While in general, it is very hard to achieve this target only by Eq. (40)
even if we can get an optimal value of α. In such a case, all the samples may
be connected together leading to one component. To address this issue, a rank
constraint on each Laplacian matrix Lva can be introduced if the corresponding
similarity matrix Av is non-negative as shown in the following theorem.
Theorem 3. The multiplicity of the eigenvalue 0 of the Laplacian matrix equals
the number of connected components in the graph associated with the similarity
matrix.
Thereinto, Lva = D
v
a − (Av + AvT )/2 and the degree matrix Dva ∈ Rnv×nv is a







From Theorem 1, it can be known that the similarity matrix Av is an ideal case if











s.t. ∀v, avii = 0, avij ≥ 0, 1Tavi = 1, rank(Lva) = nv − c.
(41)
While Eq. (41) is difficult to solve with the constraint rank(Lva) = nv − c. We




a) ≥ 0 since Lva











F v , F vTF v=Ic
Tr(F vTLvaF
v). (42)
where F v ∈ Rnv×c is the local partition of U v. Plugging Eq. (42) into Eq. (41),















s.t. ∀v, avii = 0, avij ≥ 0, 1Tavi = 1, F vTF v = Ic.
(43)
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where λ1 is a hyperparameter and can be adaptively determined as shown in Section
3.4. Here, each similarity matrix Av with the authentic information for each view
is constructed independently since each Av may have different size and has no
relationship with the others. This is also true for the learned partition of each
view. Next, we couple each partition with a unified partition matrix.
3.3.2 Multi-View Partition Fusion
As mentioned above, the local partition matrices, the unified partition matrix,
and the consensus graph can be learned jointly so that they help the learning
of the others in a reinforcement manner. Here, we first introduce the mutual
learning between the first two tasks. To be more specific, a unified partition
matrix H ∈ Rn×c is computed from the local partition matrices F 1, F 2, . . . , Fm.
However, we have some problems to address. The first one is that each F v varies
in size since it only contains the information of available samples. In JPG, we
can obtain the completed partition F̂ v ∈ Rn×c from F v ∈ Rnv×c according to the
following equation
F̂ v = GvTF v (44)
where Gv ∈ Rnv×n is an index matrix and can be considered as a prior. In Gv,
the entries are one for the un-missing samples and zero for the missing samples.
Specially, each entry can be defined as follows
gvij =
{
1, if ui is xj
0, otherwise
(45)
Once we have the completed partition matrices F̂ 1, F̂ 2, . . . , F̂m, there are the
other two problems: 1) the entries of each F̂ vi are continuous; 2) there are still some
discrepancies among F̂ 1, F̂ 2, . . . , F̂m besides of the influence of missing samples
since each F̂ v is not unique in an unsupervised learning manner. Generally, there
are c! different partition representations for each clustering with c clusters. Hence,
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the discrepancies between each F̂ v and the unified partition H cannot be measured
directly using Frobenius norm. Our aim is to discover the invariant information to
align the local partitions of all views. Inspired by this, we can align each F̂ vF̂ vT
and HHT instead, where F̂ vF̂ vT indicates the similarity metric of F̂ v, and HHT is
that of H. It can be noted that the invariant information is contained in F̂ vF̂ vT for
the c! partition representations. Additionally, our proposed JPG method can auto-
weight each view when performing the alignment. Thus, the objective function for









wv||HHT −GvTF vF vTGv||2F
(46)
where wv is the weight for the v-th view and can be adaptively determined shown
in Section 4. Then, we combine Eq. (46) with Eq. (43) to achieve the joint learning
of each similarity matrix, each partition, and the unified partition.
min
















wv||HHT −GvTF vF vTGv||2F
s.t. ∀v, avii = 0, avij ≥ 0, 1Tavi = 1, F vTF v = Ic, HTH = Ic.
(47)
3.3.3 Consensus Graph Construction
With the unified partition representation H, a consensus graph S can be
constructed on it. Here, the joint learning of the unified partition matrix and the
consensus graph can be achieved. We can know that this graph S is shared by all
views and can be employed to produce the clustering results directly without an
additional clustering approach. Here, the obtained unified partition H via Eq. (47)
still cannot reach this goal. We have noted that the adaptive neighbor strategy can
also be applied in learning S to capture the local manifold structure. Therefore,
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||hi − hj||22sij + β||S||2F s.t. sii = 0, sij ≥ 0, 1T si = 1. (48)
where β is a hyperparameter to control the sparsity between samples and can also
be adaptively determined in the Section 3.4. Note that there is no guarantee that
the consensus graph S is optimal through Eq. (48). To ensure that there are exact
c connected components in S, Theorem 1 can also be used on S. Thus we add a
rank constraint to S that rank(Ls) = n − c. Let σi(Ls) denote the i-th smallest







where Q = {q1, . . . , qc} ∈ Rn×c is the partition matrix. Adding Eq. (49) into Eq.





||hi − hj||22sij + β||S||2F + 2λ2Tr(QTLsQ)
s.t. sii = 0, sij ≥ 0, 1T si = 1, QTQ = Ic.
(50)
where λ2 is a hyperparameter and can be adaptively found in the Section 3.4. As
a whole, the final objective function can be obtained by combining Eq. (47) and
(49).
min




















||hi − hj||22sij + β||S||2F + 2λ2Tr(QTLsQ)
s.t. ∀v, avii = 0, avij ≥ 0, 1Tavi = 1, F vTF v = Ic,
HTH = Ic, sii = 0, sij ≥ 0, 1T si = 1, QTQ = Ic.
(51)
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From Eq. (51), we can see the learning of all authentic similarity matrices
Â1, Â2, . . . , Âm, all local partition matrices F̂ 1, F̂ 2, . . . , F̂m, the unified partition
matrix H, and the consensus graph S is coupled into a joint problem. This one-
stage method contributes to helping each other in a reinforcement fashion. In the
next section, an alternating optimization strategy is used to solve the problem Eq.
(51).
3.4 Optimization Strategy
It is challenging to obtain an optimized solution for each variable in Eq. (51)
since they are coupled together. To solve the challenging problem, an alternating
optimization strategy is used to update the variables iteratively. To to be more
specific, the variables updated in the last step can be considered as constants in
the current step. In this chapter, we have variables {Av}mv=1, {F v}mv=1, H, {wv}mv=1,
S, and Q to be optimized. We present the updated rules in the following sections.
3.4.1 Fix {F v}mv=1, H, {wv}mv=1, S, and Q, Update {Av}mv=1
When we fix {F v}mv=1, H, {wv}mv=1, S, and Q, the last four terms of Eq. (51)















s.t. ∀v, avii = 0, avij ≥ 0, 1Tavi = 1.
(52)
It can be seen that each Av can be updated independently. Then, we can update












s.t. avii = 0, a
v
ij ≥ 0, 1Tavi = 1.
(53)






λ1||fvi − fvj ||22avij (54)
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Denote euvij = ||uvi − uvj ||22 and e
fv
ij = ||fi − fj||22. We can also know that Eq. (53) is
independently among different vectors avi s. Hence, a
v


























s.t. avii = 0, a
v
ij ≥ 0, 1Tavi = 1.
(55)










|| s.t. avii = 0, avij ≥ 0, 1Tavi = 1. (56)
where the value of α can be determined according to the number of adaptive neigh-
bors to samples. The “adaptive” means that the k nearest neighbor assignments
to each un-missing sample uvi are not fixed and updated in each iteration. From










0 j > k
(57)
3.4.2 Fix {Av}mv=1, H, {wv}mv=1, S, and Q, Update {F v}mv=1










wv||HHT −GvTF vF vTGv||2F
s.t. F vTF v = Ic.
(58)






v) + wv||HHT −GvTF vF vTGv||2F
s.t. F vTF v = Ic.
(59)
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According to the properties of the trace operator, the second term without wv can
be written below
||HHT −GvTF vF vTGv||2F
= Tr((HHT −GvTF vF vTGv)T (HHT −GvTF vF vTGv))
= Tr(HHT − 2HHTGvTF vF vTGv +GvTF vF vTGv)
= Tr(HHT )− 2Tr(HHTGvTF vF vTGv) + Tr(GvTF vF vTGv)
= Tr(HHT )− 2Tr(F vTGvHHTGvTF v) + Tr(F vTGvGvTF v)
= Tr(HHT )− 2Tr(F vTGvHHTGvTF v) + Tr(F vT InvF v)
(60)
Thus, Eq. (60) is equivalent to the following problem by dropping the unrelated










a − 2wvGvHHTGvT + wvInv)F v)
s.t. F vTF v = Ic.
(61)
Denote Cv = 2λ1L
v
a−2wvGvHHTGvT +wvInv . In such a way, the optimal solution
for F v is the c eigenvectors of C corresponding to the c smallest eigenvalues.
3.4.3 Fix {Av}mv=1, {F v}mv=1, {wv}mv=1, S, and Q, Update H









s.t. HTH = Ic.
(62)
The second term can be transformed into the following equation
n∑
i,j=1
||hi − hj||22sij = 2Tr(HTLsH) (63)
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where Ls ∈ Rn×n is the Laplacian matrix of the consensus graph S. Thus, accord-


















wv(In − 2GvTF vF vTGv) + 2Ls)H)




v=1 wv(In − 2GvTF vF vTGv) + 2Ls. The optimal solution for H is
formed by the c eigenvectors of Ls, which correspond to the c smallest eigenvalues.
3.4.4 Fix {Av}mv=1, {F v}mv=1, H, S, and Q, Update {wv}mv=1






wv||HHT −GvTF vF vTGv||2F (65)
It can be seen that each wv is updated independently. Eq. (26) can be written as
min
wv
wv||HHT −GvTF vF vTGv||2F (66)





||HHT −GvTF vF vTGv||2F
(67)
3.4.5 Fix {Av}mv=1, {F v}mv=1, H, {wv}mv=1, and Q, Update S





||hi − hj||22sij + β||S||2F + 2λ2Tr(QTLsQ)
s.t. sii = 0, sij ≥ 0, 1T si = 1.
(68)
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λ2||qi − qj||22sij (69)









s.t. sii = 0, sij ≥ 0, 1T si = 1.
(70)









s.t. sii = 0, sij ≥ 0, 1T si = 1.
(71)










|| s.t. sii = 0, sij ≥ 0, 1T si = 1. (72)
where the value of β can be determined according to the number of adaptive









0 j > k
(73)
3.4.6 Fix {Av}mv=1, {F v}mv=1, H, {wv}mv=1, and S, Update Q




TQ = Ic. (74)
It is well known that the optimal solution Q is the c eigenvectors of Ls, which
correspond to the c smallest eigenvalues.
So far, all the variables can be updated. As we can see, one variable (e.g.,
F 1, . . . , F v in Eq. (61)) is updated by the other variables (e.g., {Av, wv}mv=1, and
H). The procedures of our proposed JPG method are shown in Algorithm 2.
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Algorithm 2 JPG Optimization Method
Input: Incomplete multi-view data set of m views X1, . . . , Xm with Xv ∈ Rdv×n,
the number of clusters c, the number of anchor neighbors k, initial parameters
α, β, λ1, λ2.
Output: The final cluster labels Y
1: Initialize the authentic data set U1, . . . , Um with U v ∈ Rdv×nv , and index
matrices G1, . . . , Gm with Gv ∈ Rnv×n.




3: Initialize the weight for each view wv = 1/m,∀v.
4: Initialize the local partition matrices F 1, . . . , Fm by Eq. (61), where let Cv =
2λ1L
v
a + wvInv , ∀v.




6: Initialize the consensus graph S by Eq. (72), where let dij = d
h
ij.
7: Initialize Q by solving Eq. (74).
8: repeat
9: Update A1, . . . , Am by Eq. (56).
10: Update F 1, . . . , Fm by Eq. (61).
11: Update H by Eq. (64).
12: Update w1, . . . , wm by Eq. (66).
13: Update S by Eq. (72).
14: Update Q by Eq. (74).
15: until Converge
The final clusters Y are the exact c components in the consensus graph matrix
S.
3.4.7 Determine the Values of Parameters Adaptively
In our proposed JPG method, we have four parameters to be determined:
α, β, λ1, and λ2. In simulations, α ∈ Rnv×m is actually a parameter matrix;
β ∈ Rn×1 is actually a parameter vector; λ1 ∈ Rm×1 is a parameter vector; λ2 is a
real number. All of them can be adaptively determined in the iterations.
α and β are regularization parameters to control the connection sparsity be-
tween data samples. Let us take α = [α1, . . . , αm] as an example. In Eq. (56), the
value of αvi ∈ αv determines the number of nearest neighbors connected to data
sample avi . If α
v
i = 0, the number of nearest neighbors is one. If α
v
i is infinite, the
number of nearest neighbors will be (nv − 1). Since there are k nearest neighbors
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assigned to each sample. Thus, for each uvi , the Lagrangian Function can be






||22 − φ(1Tavi − 1)− ϕTavi (75)




ij ; φ and ϕ are Lagrangian coefficient scalar and vector,













. Moreover, that uvi has k nearest neighbors can be
represented by {avij}kj=1 > 0 and avi,k+1 = 0. We make evi1, evi2, . . . , evik sorted in the















To achieve that most avi s have exact k non-zero entries, we set α
v










We plug αvi into Eq. (56) and get the final solution for a
v
ij in Eq. (57). Thus α
v
i
can be set based on the number of adaptive neighbors. We know all the entries
of α can be adaptively determined. Similar to αvi , the value of βi ∈ β can be







We plug βi into Eq. (72) and get the final solution for sij in Eq. (73).
Moreover, λ1 and λ2 are balancing parameters. When they are large enough,






a) = 0 and∑c
t=1 σt(Ls) = 0 hold. The values of them do not need to be tuned. In each
iteration of our JPG method, for v-th view, we can increase or decrease the value
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of λv1 when the number of connected components in A
v is smaller or greater than c.
The value of λ2 can also be increased or decreased when the number of connected
components in S is smaller or greater than c.
In summary, the four parameters can be determined adaptively and do not
need to be tuned.
3.5 Experiments
In this section, we investigate the performance of our proposed JPG method
on three natural incomplete multi-view datasets and four complete multi-view
datasets. To compare with the baseline methods, the experiments are conducted
on Matlab development environment.
3.5.1 Experimental Settings
Datasets. Our proposed JPG approach is experimentally evaluated on seven
widely used multi-view benchmark data sets shown in Table 4, where n is the
number of total data samples; m is the number of views; c is the number of
classes; nv is the number of un-missing data samples in v-th view; dv is the number
of dimensions of un-missing data samples in v-th view. The seven benchmark
data sets are 3Sources1, BBC2, BBCSport3, 100Leaves4, ORL5, Caltech101-76,
and Caltech101-207, in which the first three data sets are natural incomplete and
the remaining data sets are complete.
Baselines. The following seven baseline methods are compared with our pro-
posed JPG methods: best single view (BSV) [66], partial multi-view clustering









Table 4. Statistics of experimental data sets
Datasets n m c nv(v = 1, . . . ,m) dv(v = 1, . . . ,m)
3Sources 416 3 6 352;302;294 3560;3631;3068
BBC 2225 4 5 1543;1524;1574;1549 4659;4633;4665;4684
BBCSport 737 2 5 644;637 3183;3203
100Leaves 1600 3 100 1600;1600;1600 64;64;64
ORL 400 4 40 400;400;400;400 256;256;256;256
Caltech101-7 1474 6 7 1474;1474;. . . ;1474 48;40;254;1984;512;928
Caltech101-20 2386 6 20 2386;2386;. . . ;2386 48;40;254;1984;512;928
modal visual data grouping (MIG) [58], doubly aligned incomplete multi-view
clustering (DAIMC) [59], incomplete multi-view spectral clustering with adaptive
graph learning (IMSC AGL) [54], and perturbation-oriented incomplete multi-view
clustering (PIC) [62].
Parameter Settings. For the comparisons, we downloaded the algorithms
from their websites, ran them using their default parameter settings, and reported
their best clustering results. All the baselines and our proposed method are im-
plemented in the Matlab development environment. For JPG, we empirically set
k = 10. The initial values of all entries of parameter λ1 are set to 1. Their values
are adaptively tuned in the optimization procedure of the objective function for
each view. To be more specific, in each iteration, we increase one entry λv1 = 2∗λv1
or decrease it λv1 = λ
v
1/2 if the connected components of A
v is smaller or greater
than c. This is also true for λ2. The initial values of α and β do not need to be pre-
given and can be obtained in each iteration. Three common metrics are utilized to
evaluate the clustering performance: the accuracy (ACC), the normalized mutual
information (NMI), and the purity (PUR). To randomize the experiments, we run
each method for 5 times, and report the means as well as standard deviations for
the metrics.
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Incomplete Multiview Data Generation. In our experiments, there are
three types of incomplete multi-view data sets.
1) The first incomplete case is that multi-view data are naturally incomplete.
As shown in Table 4, we have three natural incomplete multi-view datasets:
3Sources, BBC, and BBCSport. We directly perform our proposed JPG method
and all the baselines on these three datasets in the first case.
2) The second incomplete case is that few samples have complete views. Fol-
lowing the experimental settings in the baselines PVC, IMG, and PIC, we set
different partial example ratios (PERs) for 100Leaves, ORL, Caltech101-7, and
Caltech101-20 datasets. PER varies from 0.1 to 0.9 with an interval of 0.2.
That is to say, we randomly select 10%, 30%, 50%, 70%, and 90% of samples
and randomly remove certain views with respect to these samples, where the
number of removed views is smaller than the total number of views. In this
way, each sample is associated with at least one view. We also set PER = 0,
i.e., the data is complete.
3) The third incomplete case is that all samples have missing views. We use
the 100Leaves, 3Sources, and ORL datasets to generate the incomplete multi-
view data with no paired samples, where about 60% of samples are randomly
removed from each view of the three datasets. For fairness, we repeatedly
perform all compared methods five times on these datasets and report their
average clustering results.
3.5.2 Results and Analysis
Table 5 shows the experimental results of different methods on the incomplete
multi-view datasets in the first case. The results include the average metric values
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Table 5. Clustering performance results on three natural incomplete multi-view
datasets in the first case
Datasets BSV PVC MIC IMG DAIMC IMSC AGL PIC JPG
ACC
3Sources 22.60±0.73 26.45±0.39 43.73±6.28 25.59±0.13 58.68±8.12 78.85±0.03 88.08±1.22 88.25±0.69
BBC 40.94±4.20 37.80±0.97 57.07±9.74 29.92±0.01 51.34±7.44 90.44±0.04 87.03±0.05 92.02±0.84
BBCSport 40.99±0.81 44.33±1.46 58.66±9.39 37.86±0.07 75.16±8.82 76.89±0.07 76.02±5.28 80.19±4.00
NMI
3Sources 5.30±0.85 1.77±0.25 38.94±5.58 2.00±0.12 48.80±7.27 66.06±0.14 73.50±1.45 76.05±0.07
BBC 25.99±2.33 14.72±0.11 39.19±6.54 6.24±0.01 37.74±7.23 78.54±0.01 70.12±0.02 81.62±1.86
BBCSport 26.60±0.48 13.77±1.67 46.26±6.74 7.55±0.03 57.80±9.53 73.98±1.00 75.12±2.05 79.58±4.17
PUR
3Sources 27.40±0.73 31.31±0.26 48.58±2.27 31.01±0.73 61.14±4.24 78.98±0.25 88.04±2.04 88.42±0.83
BBC 41.84±3.33 25.28±1.48 54.70±1.21 31.49±0.67 71.73±3.34 89.69±0.01 81.93±0.01 92.98±1.36
BBCSport 43.42±2.69 21.87±0.91 57.09±2.41 38.37±0.13 76.39±0.64 78.10±0.05 78.15±0.03 82.79±1.48
and the standard deviations, which are denoted as ave±std. We highlight the best
results in bold. From the table, we have the following observations.
• Our proposed JPG method acquires better performance than the baselines. In
terms of ACC, NMI, and PUR, JPG achieves the best on each data set. The
shown results demonstrate that our JPG method is a promising incomplete
multi-view clustering approach.
• For the baselines, MIC, DAIMC, IMSC AGL, and PIC methods outperform
BSV, PVC, and IMG. The results show the superiority of multi-view clustering
methods (MIC, DAIMC, IMSC AGL, and PIC) compared with the single view
clustering method (BSV) and the two-view clustering methods (PVC and IMG).
The reason is that multi-view clustering methods take the differences of different
views into account and can better exploit the complementary information of
multiple views. It can also be noticed that PVC and IMG do not always perform
better than BSV. All of them are inferior to our proposed JPG method.
Figure 9, 10 and 11 show the experimental results of different methods with
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BSV PVC MIC IMG DAIMC IMSC_AGL PIC JPG
(f)
Figure 9. Clustering performance results with different PER settings in the second
case: (a)-(c) on 100Leaves dataset; (d)-(f) on ORL dataset.
For the results of all the methods with different PER settings on the 100Leaves
dataset, the metric values of ACC, NMI, and PUR are respectively shown in Fig-
ure 9 (a)-(c) and the average metric values of them are shown in Figure 11 (a). For
example, the average ACC value for BSV in Figure 11 (a) is computed by averag-
ing all the ACC values in different PERs of Figure 9 (a). Similarly, for that on the
ORL dataset, the metric values of ACC, NMI, and PUR are respectively shown
in Figure 9 (d)-(f) and the average metric values of them are shown in Figure 11
(b). Figure 10 (a)-(c) show the three metric values on Caltech101-7 dataset and




























































































BSV PVC MIC IMG DAIMC IMSC_AGL PIC JPG
(f)
Figure 10. Clustering performance results with different PER settings in the second
case: (a)-(c) on Caltech101-7 dataset; (d)-(f) on Caltech101-20 dataset.
metric values on Caltech101-20 dataset and Figure 11 (d) shows the average metric
values. From these figures, we have the following observations.
• Our proposed JPG method is markedly better than all the baselines. In terms
of the three metrics and the six PER settings, JPG performs the best on each
data set. As the PER increases, the clustering performance of all the approaches
drops. It can also be noticed that JPG can address both complete and incomplete
multi-view clustering problems.








































































































Figure 11. Average clustering performance results with different PER settings in
the second case: on (a) 100Leaves dataset; (b) on ORL dataset; (c) on Caltech101-7
dataset; (d) on Caltech101-20 dataset.
Table 6. Clustering performance results on three incomplete multi-view datasets
in the third case
Datasets DAIMC IMSC AGL PIC JPG
ACC
100Leaves 25.97±0.00 35.44±0.00 33.35±0.31 39.38±0.18
3Sources 35.94±6.63 51.44±0.00 41.35±0.00 66.59±0.00
ORL 33.38±0.88 45.25±0.00 42.67±0.76 49.00±0.52
NMI
100Leaves 57.63±0.00 63.21±0.00 63.37±0.15 65.68±0.12
3Sources 18.65±6.44 30.72±0.00 29.50±0.00 52.00±0.00
ORL 53.79±0.01 64.80±0.00 63.41±0.63 65.65±0.59
PUR
100Leaves 27.91±0.31 38.69±0.00 35.60±0.26 42.00±0.16
3Sources 40.38±6.46 53.85±0.00 49.28±0.00 67.07±0.00
ORL 35.50±1.06 47.75±0.00 45.50±0.66 52.50±0.14
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The missing samples of each view are grouped into the same cluster since they
are imputed with the same average values of samples, which makes BSV perform
badly especially for the case with a large PER. Thus we can know filling the
missing samples with the average values of samples is not a promising option in
dealing with the incomplete problem.
• The recent baselines IMSC AGL and PIC are superior to the other baselines.
Both of them try to explore the intrinsic geometric structure of each view
and combine them to guide the common representation learning. Their results
demonstrate this strategy has the potential to achieve the learning of a more
discriminative and compact latent representation for clustering. It is also worth
noting that if the learned structure may not be intrinsic especially for the case
with a larger number of missing samples. Hence, how to obtain the intrinsic
geometric structure of each view is essential. Our proposed JPG method can
exploit the joint partition and graph learning to achieve it.
Table 6 shows the experimental results of different methods on three incom-
plete multi-view datasets in the third case. From the table, it can be known
that our proposed JPG method significantly outperforms the other three recent
baselines in terms of all three metrics. For example, on the 100Leaves dataset,
JPG achieves around 4% improvement in terms of ACC and PUR compared with
the second-best IMSG AGL. on the 3Sources dataset, the values of ACC, NMI,
and PUR are about 15%, 12%, and 13% higher than the second-best IMSG AGL,
respectively. The results strongly demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed
JPG method in dealing with the three cases of incomplete problems for multi-view
clustering.
To prove the effectiveness of the employed optimization strategy for the ob-




















































































Figure 12. Convergence curves with 60% PER settings on (a) 100Leaves data set;
(b) 3Sources data set; (c) ORL data set.
of JPG over three incomplete datasets in the third case in Figure 12. For each
sub-figure, the x-axis denotes the number of iterations and the y-axis denotes the
objective function value, where the objective function is shown in the above Eq.
(51). It can be noticed that JPG converges quickly for all these datasets. To be
more specific, it converges within 9 iterations on 100Leaves, 3Sources, and ORL
datasets. This indicates that our proposed JPG method has an efficient optimized
solution.
3.6 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, we proposed a novel joint partition and graph learning method
for incomplete multi-view clustering. It jointly learns the local similarity graph
and base partition of each view, the unified partition, and a consensus graph in a
framework. Moreover, it adaptively determines the importance of each view and di-
rectly obtains the final clusters with a low-rank constraint, which is imposed on the
consensus graph Laplacian matrix. Finally, the consensus information are uncov-
ered and the clustering structures are learned through an alternating optimization
strategy. The experiments on real-world datasets are conducted to demonstrate





Recently, generative adversarial nets (GANs) [68], as popular deep neural net
architectures, have been studied heavily. In GANs, two adversarial nets play a min-
imax game: the generator learns real data distribution to generate new samples to
confuse the discriminator, while the discriminator is trained to distinguish the real
and forged samples for authenticity. It is intuitive that embedding UDA into adver-
sarial learning contributes to making feature representations of the source domain
indistinguishable from that of the target domain. Adversarial domain adaptation
approaches through an adversarial objective [69, 70] have been successfully used to
minimize an approximate distance of domain distribution discrepancy. However,
these approaches mainly concentrate on the alignment of the global source and
target distributions. Complex and diverse structures are not considered underly-
ing the global data distributions [71]. Consequently, it can raise the problems of
confusing source with target data and mixing distinguishable structures, leading
to poorly matching different distributions and falsely aligning the corresponding
distinguishable structures. Therefore, it might not be appropriate to bridge source
and target domains without exploring the complex, diverse structures for multi-
category scenarios in UDA.
In this chapter, we propose an adversarial domain adaptation via category
transfer (ADACT) approach [72]. ADACT allows us to effectively enhance positive
transfer by maximally matching domain distributions in multi-category structures,
and greatly reduce negative transfer by preventing misalignment of categories un-
derlying different data distributions. ADACT has 4 players: a source feature
generator Gs, a target feature generator Gt, a label predictor Cy, and a combi-
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Figure 13. The framework of our proposed ADACT method.
nation of multi-category domain critics Hw. Firstly, ADACT trains Gs and Cy
with labeled source samples. Then it predicts target labels with target features
using the trained Cy, in which target features are learned by Gt initialized with
the parameters of trained Gs. Inspired by recently presented Wasserstein GANs
[73], the metric of Wasserstein distance (WD) can conduce to capture category-
invariant representations between domains. Hence, ADACT category-wisely aligns
the corresponding structures using Hw, which is trained to estimate WDs between
source and target feature representations of the same category. Afterward, Gt is
to be optimized to extract target features that can minimize these category-wise
estimated WDs in an adversarial way. Ultimately, we will learn category-invariant
feature representations and obtain optimal predicted target labels through iterative
adversarial training. Figure 13 shows the overview of ADACT. The effectiveness
of ADACT is demonstrated on common DA benchmarks, where ADACT outper-
forms several state-of-the-art DA methods. Furthermore, visual results of learned





Recent studies are focused on transferring feature representations learned by
deep neural networks from a labeled source domain to an unlabeled target domain
for UDA [74, 75]. One effective strategy is to map the features from two different
domains into a common latent space, in which the corresponding feature distribu-
tions are close [76, 77]. Maximum mean discrepancy (MMD) [78] has been used
in several approaches for this purpose. It can measure the divergence between
two distribution means in reproducing kernel Hilbert space (RKHS). In deep do-
main confusion (DDC) [79], MMD is used as a metric of the last fully connected
layer in addition to learning domain-invariant and discriminative representations
based on the regular classification loss. Deep adaptation network (DAN) [25] uti-
lizes multi-kernel MMD in certain task-specific layers to improve transferability of
learned features. Additionally, the correlation alignment (CORAL) [80] uses a lin-
ear transformation to perform the alignment of the second-order statistics of two
domain distributions. Whereafter, its variant, deep CORAL [81], is proposed to
simultaneously match the mean and covariance with a nonlinear transformation.
An adversarial objective is also used to minimize domain discrepancy. Do-
main adversarial neural network (DANN) [82] is proposed to play a minimax game
between feature extractor and domain classifier (a single fully connected layer) to
learn domain-invariant features. [69] presents a generalized framework, adversarial
discriminative domain adaptation (ADDA), including a domain discriminator, tar-
get weight sharing, and an adversarial loss. [83] proposes an adversarial method
by weighting the source samples and alleviating the shift of shared classes be-
tween domains. Multi-adversarial domain adaptation (MADA) [71] is designed
to finely-grained align different data distributions by capturing multi-mode struc-
tures using multiple domain discriminators. Similarly, our proposed ADACT can
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also be seen as an adversarial DA approach since it learns category-invariant fea-
ture representations in an adversarial manner. Unlike these previous adversarial
methods, ADACT iteratively estimates and minimizes WDs between categories in
multi-category structures underlying different distributions, which contributes to
the alignment of high moments of data distributions.
Another class of divergences between two data distributions is optimal trans-
port (OT) [84, 85], where WD induced by OT has been successfully applied to
DA due to its generalization [86]. [23] propose WDGRL to learn domain-invariant
feature representations by evaluating and minimizing improved WD [87] across
domains. Our ADACT differs from these works: i). ADACT trains source and
target feature generators separately. ii). ADACT iteratively trains multi-category
domain critics such that category-invariant feature representations can be captured
through evaluating and minimizing WDs between categories.
Inspired by MADA and WDGRL, we learn category-invariant feature repre-
sentations with two main differences. Firstly, we have two feature generators: one
for the source domain and the other for the target domain. The source feature
generator and label predictor are trained by a source encoder with labeled source
samples. Secondly, we train the target feature generator by category-wisely mini-
mizing the estimated WDs between corresponding categories, where target labels
are predicted by the trained label predictor based on extracted target features at
each iteration.
4.2.2 Discrepancy Metric
The Wasserstein distance is also known as the Kantorovich-Monge-Rubinstein
metric, measuring the distance between probability distributions on a given metric
space M . It arises from the idea of OT. Let X ∼ P and Y ∼ Q. We assume that
X, Y ∈ Rd. The Wasserstein distance of order σ between two Borel probability
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distribution measures P and Q on M is defined as
Wσ(P,Q) = ( inf
µ∈Ω(P,Q)
∫





where σ ≥ 1; P, Q ∈ {P :
∫
η(x, y)σ dP(x) < ∞, ∀y ∈ M}; Ω(P,Q) denotes all
joint distributions µ for (X, Y ) with marginal distributions P and Q; η is a distance
and η(x, y)σ is the corresponding unite cost function; µ(x, y) can be viewed as a
joint probability measure in Ω(P,Q), and indicates that how much “mass” would
be transported from a random location x to another one y on M such that P
can be transformed into Q. From the above, given an unite cost η(x, y)σ, we can
effectively transform P into Q at the minimum expected transport cost Wσ(P,Q).
When M is separable and σ = 1, Equation (1) is also called Earth-Mover




where f denotes all maps from Rd to R; η(x, y) ≥ |f(x) − f(y)| for all x, y; the
Lipschitz semi-norm is thus defined as ||f ||L = sup|f(x) − f(y)|/η(x, y). For
simplicity, WD is the Wasserstein distance of order 1 in this chapter.
4.3 Proposed Method
For the problem of UDA, we are given a labeled source dataset (Xs, Ys) =
{(xis, yis)}nsi=1 with ns samples from source domain Ds, and an unlabeled target
dataset Xt = {xjt}n
t
j=1 with nt samples from target domain D
t. Ds and Dt are
respectively sampled from joint probability distributions P and Q. We assume
that Ds and Dt share the same feature space with total K categories but P 6= Q.
Our goal is to learn category-invariant and discriminative feature representations
using a source feature generator Gs: gs = Ms(xs), a label predictor Cy: y =
C(g) (g ∈ {gs, gt}), a target feature generator Gt: gt = Mt(xt) , and a combination
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of multi-category domain critics:{Hkw}Kk=1 to reduce the distribution discrepancy
across domains, such that the target risk Pr(x,y)∼q[C(Mt(x)) 6= y] can be minimized
based on multi-category domain adaptation.
4.3.1 Feature Learning
Given a sample x ∈ Rm from either Ds or Dt, the source or target feature
generator, Gs or Gt, learns a function: gs = Ms(x) or gt = Mt(x), which maps
the sample from a m- to a d-dimensional representation with the parameter θs
or θt. The main goal is to learn feature representations of the source and target
domains by feature mapping, Ms and Mt, such that the distribution discrepancy
across domains can be minimized. Under such circumstances, we can directly apply
the source label predictor trained with gs to the target feature representations gt.
Hence, the supervision information from source data is necessary to be used in
category-invariant representation learning process.
Firstly, we train both Gs and Cy to classify the source samples correctly using
the following supervised loss function:




where 1[ys=k] is the indicator function, and gs = Ms(xs). By minimizing softmax
cross entropy to respectively learn the parameters θc, θs of Cy and Gs, the learning




4.3.2 Category-Invariant Representation Learning
The label predictor trained by source samples may be highly biased for target
samples. To reduce this bias, the challenge of UDA is to match different data
distributions of source and target domains. In practical UDA problems, however,
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data distributions also embody complex and diverse structures, which represent
category-specific characteristics. Thus, previous UDA approaches that only align
global data distributions without considering complex structures and category-
specific characteristics may raise the problems of negative or under transfer. Neg-
ative transfer occurs when we falsely align the categories underlying different dis-
tributions, and under transfer occurs when we poorly match distributions of the
corresponding categories. In order to improve positive transfer and avoid under
transfer, a category-invariant representation learning method is presented to ob-
serve complex structures under different data distributions.
In our multi-category adversarial domain adaptation approach, Gs is trained
well through the pre-training procedure, and then Gt is supposed to learn category-
invariant feature representations with parameter θt when Gs is fixed. It is noticed
that the trained Cy using labeled source samples could provide strong signals to ob-
serve multi-category structures and capture category-specific characteristics. Thus,
we apply the trained Cy into the target data Xt to initially obtain the correspond-
ing predicted target labels Ŷt.
Ŷt = C(gt) (84)
where gt = Mt(xt), and the initial parameter θt of gt is set as the trained parameter
θs of gs. To reduce the discrepancy between D
s and Dt in multi-category structures
under data distributions, we use K-category domain critics {Hkw}Kk=1, where each
is utilized to estimate WD between Ds and Dt data associated with category k.
Given gs = Ms(xs) and gt = Mt(xt), the k-th category domain critic H
k
w learns
a function: gkw, which maps a d-dimensional representation to a real number with
parameter θkw. Afterwards WD between two distributions of category k, P
k
s and

















where gks denotes the source feature representation associated with category k in
Ys, and ĝkt represents the target feature representation related to predicted category
k in Ŷt. If the parameter of k-th category domain critic function θ
k
w is 1-Lipschitz,
the WD can be estimated by maximizing the k-th category domain critic loss Lkw
with parameter θkw































where k = 1, 2, . . . , K; xks denotes the source samples of category k; x̂
k
t denotes the
target samples of predicted category k; nks is the number of k-th category source
samples; n̂kt is the number of predicted k-th category target samples.
However, one problem with WD is that it suffers from training instability.
In [73], the weights of domain critic are clipped within a compact space [−c, c] to
enforce a Lipschitz constraint. While [87] points out the strategy of weight clipping
would induce the issues of gradient vanishing or explode without carefully tuning
the threshold c. Thus they use gradient penalty to enforce a soft constraint on
the gradient norm for random samples. A more reasonable method is to enforce
gradient penalty for k-category domain critic with parameter θkw to learn better
representations and enhance training speed.
Lkgp(ĥk) = (||∇ĥkg
k
w(ĥk)||2 − 1)2 (87)
where ĥk is the point where the gradients are to be penalized by feature represen-
tations. The Multi-category domain critics trained with gradient penalty, which
are conductive to witness multi-category structures under different distributions.





{Lkw + λLkgp}Kk=1 (88)
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where λ is the balancing coefficient.
Algorithm 3 Adversarial Domain Adaptation via Category Transfer
Input: source data (Xs, Ys), target data Xt, the number of shared classes K, the
minibatch size m, training step of classifier T , balancing coefficients λ and ξ,
learning rate for source feature learning and classification γ1, learning rate for
category-wise domain critics γ2, learning rate for target feature learning γ3.
1: Initialize source feature generator, classifier, K class domain critics with ran-
dom weights θs, θc, {θkw}Kk=1
2: repeat
3: Sample minibatch {(xis, yis)}mi=1 from (Xs, Ys)
4: Sample minibatch {xit}mi=1 from Xt






6: for t = 1, 2, . . . , T do
7: θc ← θc − γ1∇θcLc(xs, ys)
8: θs ← θs − γ1∇θsLc(xs, ys)
9: gs ←Ms(xs)
10: end for
11: Initialize target feature generator with source weight θt = θs
12: ĝt ←Mt(xt), ŷt ← C(ĝt)






14: for k = 1, 2, . . . , K do






t ) + λLkgp(xks , x̂kt )]
16: end for
17: θt ← θt − γ3∇θt [Lc(xs, ys) + ξ{Lkw(xks , x̂kt )}Kk=1]
18: until θc,θs, {θkw}Kk=1, θt converge
So far, all the variables can be updated. As we can see, one variable (e.g.,
F 1, . . . , F v in Eq. (61)) is updated by the other variables (e.g., {Av, wv}mv=1, and
H). The procedures of our proposed JPG method are shown in Algorithm 3.
In view of the continuity and differentiability of WD, we can train all the
category domain critics to enable them to be optimized. Then based on the fixed
optimal parameters of multi-category domain critics and the minimized estimators
of WDs, Gt can capture category-invariant feature representations under different









{Lkw + λLkgp}Kk=1 (89)
where θt is the parameter of Gt, and λ is set as 0 during the minimum optimization
process. The adversarial objective can be achieved to capture category-invariant
features by evaluating and minimizing WDs between categories.
4.3.3 Overall Objective Function
The overall objective of adversarial domain adaptation via category transfer
(ADACT) is as follows:
min
θc,θs,θt




{Lkw + λLkgp}Kk=1} (90)
where ξ is the controlling coefficient that balances the discriminative and transfer-
able feature representation learning, and λ is set to 0 in the minimum optimization
process.
Algorithm 3 shows the detailed training and testing procedures of ADACT.
The overall objective can be achieved by the standard back-propagation training
approach with a two-step iteration. In ADACT, we first train the label predictor
and source feature generator, so that they can be optimized by minimizing the
classification loss with labeled source samples. Then we initialize the target fea-
ture generator with source weight and use the trained predictor to predict labels of
unlabeled target data. After that, the multi-category domain critic networks can
be optimized by maximizing the estimators of multi-category WDs via gradient
ascent. The target feature generator is finally updated by the combination of the
minimized classification loss and the minimized estimated WDs. The learned fea-
ture representations can be category-invariant based on multi-category alignment
using WDs, and target discriminative due to the parameter θt trained by the losses




Datasets. We first evaluate our proposed ADACT in an unsupervised domain
adaptation task on three digits datasets: namely, MNIST [89], USPS [90], and
Street View House Numbers (SVHN) [91], which are all composed of 10 categories
of digits. For the adaptation between MNIST and USPS, two different protocols
are tested: one (P1) comprises sampling 2000 MNIST images (abbreviated as M1)
and 1800 USPS images (abbreviated as U1), and the other (P2) comprises 70,000
images from the whole MNIST (abbreviated as M2) and 9,298 images from the
whole USPS (abbreviated as U2), which are denoted as MNIST and USPS. For
the adaptation between MNIST and SVHN, we use M1 and 99,289 SVHN images
(abbreviated as S). In all experiments, target labels are withheld. We conduct
domain adaptation on the digits datasets in four directions: M1→ U1, M2→ U2,
U1→ M1, and S→ M1. For MNIST↔ USPS, USPS images are resized to 28×28
pixels, which is the size of MNIST images. While for SVHN → MNIST, MNIST
images are resized to 32×32 pixels, and SVHN images are converted to grayscale.
We also validate ADACT on the Office-Caltech dataset released by [92], which
consists of 10 common classes shared by Office-31 and Caltech-256 datasets. For
the adaptation of Office-Caltech, we perform 12 tasks across 4 domains: A→ C, A
→ D, A→W, C→ A, C→ D, C→W, D→ A, D→ C, D→W, W→ A, W→
C, and W→ D, in which the numbers of image samples from Amazon (A), Caltech
(C), DSLR (D), and Webcam (W) are 958, 1123, 157, and 295, respectively.
Compared Methods. We compare our proposed ADACT with some of the
state-of-the-art unsupervised domain adaptation methods: maximum mean dis-
crepancy metric (MMD) [78], domain adversarial neural network (DANN) [82],
adversarial discriminative domain adaptation (ADDA) [69], Wassterstein distance
guided representation learning for domain adaptation (WDGRL) [23], adversarial
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feature augmentation for unsupervised domain adaptation (DIFA) [70], maximum
classifier discrepancy for unsupervised domain adaptation (MCD) [28], deep corre-
lation alignment (CORAL) [80], unsupervised domain adaptation with distribution
matching machines (DMM) [24], and landmarks-based kernelized subspace align-
ment (LSSA) [93].
Implementation Details. For both digits and Office-Caltech datasets, we
use all labeled source data and unlabeled target data, and all categories are trained
by Adam optimizer. For each method, the batch size of each domain is set to be 64,
and a fixed learning rate is 10−4. All methods aim at learning domain-invariant and
discriminative representations so as to train a classifier that can classify target data
correctly. The average classification results for the digits datasets are reported.
The best classification results for Office-Caltech are reported.
For the digits dataset, we use a convolutional neural network (CNN) as the
basic network architecture of ADACT. The source and target feature generators
both have two convolution layers and one fully connected layer, which is defined as
conv-pool-conv-pool-fc (with a batch normalization layer before the first convolu-
tion layer for SVHN→ MNIST). The label predictor is defined as fc-softmax. The
Office-Caltech dataset uses the representations of DeCAF features [94] as input,
which denotes FC7-layer hidden activations with 4,096 dimensions generated by a
deep convolutional neural network (AlexNet). A network with two hidden layers
of 400 and 100 nodes, relu activation function, and softmax function is designed
to further extract features. As before, we fix γ1 = γ2 = γ3 = 10
−4. Transfer
cross-validation [95] is also used to choose parameters λ and ξ. ADACT performs
stably when λ = −1 and ξ = 0.1.
We follow the suggestions of [23] to integrate MMD, DANN, and CORAL
into our own framework. MMD uses 19 RBF kernels, where standard deviation
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parameters range from 10−7 to 107. For DANN experiments, we use a domain
classifier with one hidden layer of 100 nodes trained by a gradient reversal layer.
CORAL calculates the squared Frobenius norm distance between features from
source and target domains using second-order statistics. We add the loss of each of
these three methods with a balancing coefficient into classification loss to train the
corresponding model. Furthermore, for each approach, we fine-tune its balancing
coefficient to achieve the best results. Finally, the balancing coefficients of MMD,
DANN, and CORAL are set to 0.3, 0.1, and 0.25, respectively.
For all compared methods, we follow the suggestions of their corresponding
papers to design the network architectures and determine parameter values.
4.4.2 Results and Analysis
Table 7. Average accuracy (%) obtained on digits datasets
Datasets S-only MMD DANN ADDA WDGRL DIFA MCD ADACT
M1→U1 89.1±0.5 92.5±0.3 91.1±0.6 89.4±0.2 94.6±0.4 92.3±0.1 94.2±0.7 95.7±0.2
M2→U2 88.9±0.2 96.3±0.4 95.6±0.2 - 97.0±0.3 96.2±0.2 96.5±0.3 97.8±0.2
U1→M1 71.2±0.3 87.6±0.5 83.0±0.3 90.1±0.8 92.8±0.5 89.7±0.5 94.1±0.3 95.3±0.1
S →M1 74.8±0.4 91.7±0.1 91.9±0.2 76.0±1.8 95.3±0.4 89.7±2.0 96.2±0.4 97.2±0.3
Table 7 shows the average classification accuracies (mean ± std computed
over the last iterations) of 7 comparison methods (S-only, MMD, DANN, ADDA,
WDGRL, DIFA, and MCD) and our proposed ADACT on 4 transfer tasks of
digits datasets. For S-only, we first use labeled source data to train a model (i.e.,
a source feature generator Gs and a label predictor Cy), and then extract target
features by the target feature generator Gt initialized by the same parameters
with Gs. The target labels are obtained by the trained Cy with target features as
input. The results of ADDA [69], DIFA [70], and MCD [28] are obtained by the
corresponding works in the literature. From the results in Table 1, it can be seen
that our proposed ADACT outperforms other current state-of-the-art methods in
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four UDA transfer tasks on digits datasets. Under different frameworks, ADACT
performs better than ADDA, WDGRL, DIFA, and MCD since it finely-grained
aligns the complex multi-category structures under different data distributions.
Under the same framework, ADACT achieves comparable performance to MMD
and DANN since the metric of Wasserstein distance with a varying 1-Lipschitz
constraint can learn better representations of complex structures.
Table 8. Best accuracy (%) obtained on Office-Caltech dataset with DeCAF7
features
Datasets S-only MMD DANN CORAL DMM WDGRL LSSA ADACT
A → C 84.5 89.4 87.8 86.2 83.3 87.0 82.4 92.7
A → D 81.1 96.4 91.2 91.2 93.0 93.7 86.4 96.5
A → W 75.6 90.5 81.1 90.5 92.2 89.5 86.4 95.0
C → A 92.4 93.7 92.4 93.0 92.6 93.5 91.9 94.3
C → D 87.7 93.0 91.2 89.5 91.7 94.7 90.4 93.0
C → W 84.2 90.5 89.5 92.6 90.5 91.6 88.8 93.7
D → A 84.6 93.7 87.9 85.8 93.2 91.7 86.7 94.9
D → C 80.5 87.0 82.9 85.4 84.3 90.2 82.5 88.7
D → W 96.8 97.9 98.9 97.9 99.7 97.9 97.3 99.0
W → A 79.8 93.0 82.3 88.4 92.5 93.7 88.4 94.2
W → C 79.7 87.8 85.6 88.6 85.8 89.4 81.6 90.3
W → D 98.3 100 100 100 100 100 99.4 100
AVG 85.4 92.7 87.7 91.6 92.7 88.5 90.8 94.4
Table 8 shows the best classification accuracies of 7 comparison methods (S-
only, MMD, DANN, CORAL, DMM, WDGRL, LSSA) and our proposed ADACT
on 12 transfer tasks of the Office-Caltech dataset using DeCAF7 features. The re-
sults of DMM [24], WDGRL [23], and LSSA [24] are obtained by the corresponding
works in the literature. It can be observed that our approach performs better than
all other comparison approaches in 9 out of 12 UDA tasks, and it scores the second
in the remaining 3 tasks. Furthermore, our proposed ADACT significantly outper-
forms other methods in terms of average classification accuracies. We note that
MMD achieves better performance than DANN on both digits and Office-Caltech
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datasets, and MMD outperforms CORAL on the Office-Caltech dataset. However,
it still performs worse than ADACT since ADACT can finely-grained align higher
moments of data distributions as so to learn category-invariant feature represen-
tations.
(a) MMD (b) DANN
(c) WDGRL (d) ADACT
Figure 14. The t-SNE visualization of learned features for A → W task on Office-
Caltech dataset by MMD, DANN, CORAL, WDGRL, and ADACT. The top row
shows domain comparisons, where blue triangle and orange square points denote
source and target domains, respectively. The bottom row shows category discrimi-
nation, where triangle and square points represent source and target domains, and
points are colored w.r.t. their classes.
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To further illustrate the effectiveness of our proposed ADACT, as an example,
we visualize the learned feature representations in A→W task on the Office-Caltech
dataset, which has 10 shared classes. Figure 14 shows the t-SNE [96] visualization
of learned features by the comparison and proposed methods. In the top row, blue
triangle points represent source features, and orange square points indicate target
features. For a transferable feature mapping in multi-category structures, blue and
orange points should be clustered together and indistinguishable. Simultaneously,
points with the same color can be easily classified correctly, i.e., clear boundaries
exist between classes. The bottom row shows category discrimination. It can be
seen that almost all methods learn category-invariant and discriminative feature
representations. ADACT performs best since each shared class is clustered better
and any two classes have a more clear boundary.
4.5 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, we proposed an adversarial domain adaptation via category
transfer (ADACT) approach. ADACT can effectively learn category-invariant fea-
ture representations in multi-category structures under different data distributions
across domains. The data distributions can be finely-grained aligned and the
domain discrepancy can be effectively reduced using the metric of Wasserstein
distance with gradient penalty. Experimental results on digits and Office-Caltech
datasets demonstrate that ADACT outperforms several state-of-the-art unsuper-
vised domain adaptation methods. From feature visualization results, the great
learning capability of ADACT is manifested in capturing category-invariant and
target-discriminative representations. For future work, we will integrate ADACT
into existing unsupervised domain adaptation frameworks, and investigate archi-
tectures for tasks in more complex scenarios.
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CHAPTER 5
Unsupervised Partial Domain Adaptation
5.1 Background
Partial domain adaptation (PDA) assumes the target label space is subsumed
into the source label space. In an unsupervised scenario, the target domain only
has non-labeled data and the shared label space across domains is unknown. Thus
PDA has another technical challenge: how to alleviate the negative transfer caused
by the outlier source classes. Recently, there are four related methods including the
importance weighted adversarial nets (IWAN) [30], selective adversarial network
(SAN) [31], partial adversarial domain adaptation (PADA) [32], and Example
Transfer Network (ETN) [33]. They have some successes in addressing the PDA
by weighing each sample in the domain-adversarial networks and matching either
marginal or conditional distributions to align the source domain as well as the
target domain. However, they do not explore the role of each sample, ignore the












       
       
      
 
      
 
      
 




Figure 15. The framework of our proposed DAPDA method.
A dual alignment approach for partial domain adaptation (DAPDA) is pre-
sented [97], which improves the previous works [30, 31, 32, 33] by exploring the con-
tribution of each sample and matching joint distributions. Our proposed DAPDA
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method consists of a feature extractor, a reweighting network, and a dual align-
ment network (shown in Figure 15). The feature extractor M implemented by
the Siamese network embeds input samples from source and target domains into
latent feature representations. Therein, The Siamese network has two identical
sub-networks, where the weights θg are shared. This special characteristic of the
Siamese network makes it possible to discover the discrepancies between source and
target domains. The discrepancies will be minimized during the training process
such that the data from the source and target domains can be mapped into the
same latent space, i.e., an intermediate domain. With the features extracted by the
Siamese network (gs and gt), we train a reweighting network Cy with labeled source
data. Then, the trained reweighting network is used to generate “hard” labels Ys,
class-level weights η for source features and “soft” labels Ŷt, instance-level weights
φ for target features. Note that DAPDA improves the reweighting quality over
ETN [33] by further learning the contributions of target samples to domain align-
ment. The dual alignment network aims to match intra-domain and inter-domain
distributions based on the Wasserstein distance, which is a metric measuring the
difference between distributions. Specifically, intra-domain alignments (Dsintra and
Dtintra) would like to minimize the intra-class distances in both source domain
and target domain, and inter-domain alignments (Ddinter and D
c
inter) attempt to
reduce the discrepancies across domains and that within the same classes from
different domains. For our proposed DAPDA method, given source and target
domains, we match joint distributions to obtain an intermediate domain, where
the learned features from both domains would be class-discriminative and domain-
invariant. In such a way, the negative transfer can be alleviated by class-wisely
down-weighting source features with non-shared labels; positive transfer can be
enhanced by class-wisely up-weighting source features with shared labels as well
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as simultaneously aligning intra-domain and inter-domain distributions; domain-
invariant feature representations can be learned through Siamese network in the
shared label space.
The main contributions are highlighted as follows:
1) We design a reweighting network to give class-level weights to source features
and instance-level weights as well as “soft” labels to target features. The outlier
source classes can be down-weighted based on the low class-level weights. The
more the target instances are similar to the source domain, the higher instance-
level weights they can have. With each iteration of our proposed method, the
errors introduced from wrongly predicted target labels can be reduced.
2) We propose a dual alignment approach for partial domain adaptation to match
joint distributions between domains. The proposed method minimizes the intra-
class variances in the source domain based on labeled source data, the intra-class
variances in the target domain based on weighted target data with “soft” labels,
the distances across domains, and the discrepancies within the same class from
different domains.
3) We combine both the domain-shared and domain-specific information to learn
domain-invariant and class-discriminative feature representations. The pro-
posed model outperforms the existing partial domain adaptation approaches.
Good adaptation is achieved in simulations.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 5.2 reviews the related
work on partial domain adaptation and discrepancy metrics. In Section 5.3, we
give the details of the proposed method. Section 5.4 presents the experiments on
real-world data sets. In Section 5.5, we provide the conclusion.
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5.2 Related Work
Supervised learning has superiority in representation learning. However, the
large labeling time and cost hinder its development [98, 6, 40]. Unsupervised
learning can discover the hidden patterns without labels [52, 53]. Reinforcement
Learning performs a certain goal by interacting with a dynamic environment [99,
100]. In this chapter, we aim to use unsupervised learning techniques to find the
shared space between the source and target domains.
5.2.1 Partial Domain Adaptation
Recent studies focus on transferring feature representations learned by deep
neural networks from a labeled source domain to an unlabeled target domain.
One effective strategy is to map the features from two different domains into a
common latent space, in which the corresponding feature distributions are close
[76]. Maximum mean discrepancy (MMD) [78] has been used in several approaches
for this purpose. It can measure the divergence between two distribution means
in reproducing kernel Hilbert space (RKHS). In residual transfer network (RTN)
[101], MMD criterion is used to match distributions for a feature adaptation, where
the features are fused by the output of multiple layers with the tensor product.
An adversarial objective is also used to minimize domain discrepancy. [69]
presents a generalized framework, adversarial discriminative domain adaptation
(ADDA), including a domain discriminator, target weight sharing, and an adver-
sarial loss.
Another class of divergences between two data distributions is optimal trans-
port (OT) [84, 85], where Wasserstein distance induced by OT has been success-
fully applied to domain adaptation due to its generalization [102, 86, 73]. [23]
proposes WDGRL to learn domain-invariant feature representations by evaluating
and minimizing improved Wasserstein distance across domains. However, all these
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methods aim to match marginal distributions in identical label space.
For partial domain adaptation problem, four existing methods IWAN [30],
SAN [31], PADA [32], and ETN [33]. They address the PDA by weighing each
sample in the domain-adversarial networks and matching either marginal or con-
ditional distributions to align the source domain as well as the target domain.
Specifically, IWAN trains the first domain classifier to reweight source domain
samples, and matches marginal distributions via a feature extractor as well as
the second domain classifier in an adversarial manner. Our proposed method
differs from this work: i). For the source domain, the class-level weights are not
considered. It may raise the problem of not completely selecting out the outlier
source samples, resulting in performance degradation. By contrast, we weight the
source domain samples with the average class probabilities overall target samples,
which are given by the reweighting network, such that domain-invariant features
in the shared label space can be learned. ii). For the target domain, the instance-
level weights are not taken into account. The shared-label source samples may
be forcefully aligned to the noise target samples. Our DAPDA method estimates
the instance-level weights to target samples reducing the negative effect of noise
target samples in a dual alignment network. iii). Conditional distributions are
also not considered in IWAN. Instead, we not only finely-grained align source and
target domains by category to capture latent structures underlying conditional
distributions, but also enhance the intra-class compactness in both domains by
minimizing the intra-class variances.
The other three works are proposed by Cao et al. SAN matches conditional
distributions across domains by training multiple domain classifiers and down-
weighting outlier source classes with both class-level and instance-level weights.
PADA and ETN focus on matching marginal contributions by training one whole
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domain classifier and down-weighing source outlier classes only with source sample
weights, where ETN can automatically obtain source sample weights based on
their similarities to the target domain and use the obtained weights in the source
classifier as well as domain-adversarial network.
Our proposed method is different from these three works: i). We match
joint distributions, starting with the inter-domain alignment and then capturing
latent structures by the intra-domain alignment, instead of only matching either
marginal or conditional contributions. Specifically, the inter-domain alignment
including domain-wise and class-wise alignments contributes to matching both
domains in an all-aspect view. ii). We use both class- and instance-level weights
and hence are capable of selecting out outlier source samples as well as dealing
with imbalanced, noise target data. Since if class-level weights are not applied,
outlier source samples may not be picked out completely leading to certain negative
transfer. Additionally, if instance-level weights are not applied, the target samples
in the negative class (i.e., the class with fewer samples) may not be classified
well for the imbalanced issue; the noise target samples will be forcefully aligned
to source samples for the noise issue. However, instance-level weights are not
considered in PADA and ETN. iii). We assign target samples with “soft” labels
and instance-level weights according to maximum class probabilities of Softmax
output offered by the reweighting network. Then the distribution discrepancy for
each class can be measured by the Wasserstein distance between weighted source
and target features. While SAN does not assign labels to target samples and
enables all target samples to participate in domain classification in each domain




In this chapter, we use the improved Wasserstein distance as the discrepancy
metric of distributions. To enforce the Lipschitz constraint ||f ||L = sup|f(x) −
f(y)|/τ(x, y) in Eq. (81), Arjovsky et al. [73] propose to use clipped weights within
a compact space [−c,c] after updating gradient. While Gulrajani et al. [87] point
out the strategy of weight clipping would induce the issues of gradient vanishing or
explode without carefully tuning the threshold c. Thus they use gradient penalty




+ λEz∼Z[(|| 5z f(z)||2 − 1)2]
(91)
where z is sampled uniformly along straight lines between pairs of points x and y;
λ is a balancing coefficient. The gradients are penalized at z. For simplicity, WD
is the Wasserstein distance of order 1 in this chapter.
5.3 Proposed Method
For the problem of partial domain adaptation in unsupervised scenario [30,
31, 32, 33], we are given a sufficient labeled source dataset (Xs, Ys) = {(xis, yis)}nsi=1
with ns samples and known class set Ys from source domain D
s, and an unlabeled




j=1 with nt samples and unknown class set Yt from
target domain Dt. Ds and Dt share identical feature space but the label space of
Dt is a subspace of that of Ds, i.e., Ct ⊆ Cs. Cs can be splitted into source domain-
specific (outlier) label space and source domain-invariant label space. Additionally,
Ds and Dt are respectively sampled from joint probability distributions P (Xs, Ys)
and Q(Xt, Yt), where P (Xs, Ys) 6= Q(Xt, Yt), furthermore, P (Xs) 6= Q(Xt) and
P (Xs|Ys) 6= Q(Xt|Yt). We assume Ds have total K known classes |Cs| = K, and
|Ct| is unknown but |Ct| ≤ |Cs|. To describe our proposed method better, Table 9
shows the summary of main notations used in this chapter.
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Ys Source labels (i.e., “hard” labels)
Cs Source label space
gs Source features
K Source class number
Dt Target Domain
Xt Target instances
Ŷt Predicted target labels (i.e.,
“soft” labels)




H Dual alignment network
q̂t Class distribution matrix of tar-
get data over Cs
ηck Normalized class-level weight for
source class ck
φj Instance-level weight for j-th tar-
get instance
Our proposed DAPDA method attempts to use a feature extractor M , a
reweighting network Cy, and a dual alignment network H to learn domain-invariant
and class-discriminative feature representations as well as reduce joint distribution
gaps across domains, such that the target risk Pr(x,y)∼Q[Cy(M(xt)) 6= yt] in the




Siamese network, as the feature extractor, is used to extract domain-invariant
features g including two identical sub-networks: one for Ds and the other for
Dt. Identical here indicates both sub-networks have the same parameters and
weights. In the meantime, parameter updating is mirrored across them. Siamese
network has superiority since i) fewer parameters are to be trained which in turn
means fewer data are required and less tendency is overfitted; ii) similar model is
used to process similar inputs if the inputs are of the same distribution, making
feature representations with similar semantics and easier to compare. These special
characteristics of Siamese network make it possible to discover the discrepancy
between source and target domains. This discrepancy will be minimized during
the training process such that the data from the source domain and target domain
can be mapped into the same latent space [31, 32]. Through the Siamese network,
source features gs = M(xs) and target features gt = M(xt) are obtained, where
each sample is mapped from a m- to a d-dimensional representation with the same
parameter θg. θg can be optimized to enable the Siamese network to learn domain-
invariant feature representations by feature mapping M , such that positive transfer
can be promoted and negative transfer can be alleviated.
5.3.2 Reweighting Network
With the extracted source and target features from the Siamese network,
reweighting network trained with labeled source feature representations gs can
be applied to target feature representations gt to predict their labels. Further-
more, reweighting layer is added to give class-level weights to source features and
instance-level weights to target features.
Firstly, we train Cy to classify the source samples using the following super-
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where L is the cross-entropy loss function. By minimizing Softmax cross entropy to




Secondly, for source samples at reweighting layer, we up-weight source samples
in shared label space and down-weight source samples in non-shared label space.
We call the class in shared label space as a shared class and the class in non-
shared label space as outlier class. In our proposed DAPDA method, we use Cy
to determine whether a class is a shared one or not. Specially, we apply Cy to the
target data Xt to obtain the predicted, i.e., “soft” target labels Ŷt.
Ŷt = Cy(gt) (94)
where gt = M(xt) with parameter θg. In the meanwhile, Cy also gives a class
probability distribution q̂jt over source label space C
s for j-th target sample xjt .
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where q̂jt represents the probability of assigning x
j
t to each of K classes and j =
1, 2, . . . , nt. There should be high probabilities of assigning target samples to
the source shared classes. On the contrary, there should be low probabilities of
assigning target samples to the source outlier classes. In order to identify the
outlier classes, we average the class probabilities q̂t over all target samples to get
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the source class-level weights. The class with high weight is likely to be shared
class while the class with low weight is likely to be outlier class. We then normalize

















where ηck is normalized source k-th source class weight. η = {ηc1 , ηc2 , . . . , ηcK}
represent source class-level weights.
Thirdly, for target samples at reweighting layer, we assign a soft label to each
target feature gjt and weight it with its corresponding maximum probability in q̂
j
t .




The target instance-level weights are denoted as φ = {φj}ntj=1. The higher weight
of the target feature, the more likely its soft label is to be true. If each target
sample is labeled with one specific class (hard label) and weighted by a constant
(i.e., 1), it may raise the problem of false alignment, since the reweighting network
may make a mistake predicting some samples due to large domain shift. Especially,
when some target samples lie in the overlapping area of two classes of distributions,
assigning hard labels to these samples and weighting them by a constant would
destroy target data structures.
Although the obtained source class-level weights and target instance-level
weights can contribute to transferring knowledge from shared source classes and
alleviating the negative impact of outlier source classes, these weights highly rely
on the probabilities q̂t. Hence, inspired by [103, 31, 33], we employ the entropy
minimization principle to refine Cy. This principle encourages low-density sepa-
ration between classes such that Cy can improve itself to better evaluate target
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unlabeled instances and achieve more accurate probabilities q̂t with minimal pre-











Thus, plugging Eq. (98) into Eq. (92), we can have the following loss function
to train Cy instead of Eq. (92):

















5.3.3 Dual Alignment Network
With the reweighted source and target features from reweighting network,
source outlier samples would be down-weighted and source shared samples would
be up-weighted. Dual alignment network aims to match joint distributions across
domains. The intra-domain alignment attempts to minimize the distance between
each instance and its corresponding intra-class centroid for source and target do-
mains, respectively. The inter-domain alignment includes domain-wise alignment
and class-wise alignment.
For intra-domain alignment, our goal is to make the learned features in the
intermediate domain preserve the intrinsic data structure and the class constraints.
That is to say, the features with the same label should be close to the corresponding
cluster centroid for both domains. To develop an effective loss term, we first need
to determine the centroids for all source and target classes, respectively. Then, for



















Notably, Oks is the cluster centroid of source class ck calculated by mean value, and
1/nks , as the penalty coefficient, is associated on the distances to balance the effects
of different classes. If this coefficient is not involved, the classes over-represented
by enough training instances would play a more important role than that under-
represented by only a few. The raised imbalance problem usually results in the
degradation of transfer performance on the target domain. Therefore, we attempt
to address this problem when the source and target data are imbalanced. For the
















For the source domain, we aim to minimize the discrepancies between weighted
instances and the centroid in the same class for all classes, which can make the
classes discriminative and alleviate the effects of source-specific instances. Similar
to the source domain, we embed the instance-level weights such that the target
instances with high weights would have more important contributions to enhance
the intra-class compactness and the errors introduced from wrongly predicted tar-
get labels can be reduced. The intra-domain alignment loss term of both domains
can be denoted as
Lintra = Lsintra + Ltintra (104)
Clearly, by minimizing Lintra, the instances with the same label would form com-
pact clusters for both the source and target domains.
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For inter-domain alignment, the domain-wise alignment network maps a d-
dimensional representation to a real number with parameter θdw, i.e., hdw: Rd → R.
Given gs = M(xs) and gt = M(xt), the WD with gradient penalty weighted by η
between two representation distributions, i.e., Pgs and Qgt can be calculated using
Eq. (91).
W1(Pgs , Qgt) = sup
||hdw||≤1
Ex∼Pgs [Fs]− Ex∼Qgt [Ft]
+ λEzg∼Z[(|| 5zg Fz||2 − 1)2]
(105)
where Fs = hdw(η gs);Ft = hdw(φgt);Fz = hdw(zd); source sample x
i
s with label ck
have a corresponding class-level weight ηck ; zd are random feature representations
sampled along the straight line between pairs of gs and gt. If the parameter of
the domain-wise alignment network θhg is 1-Lipschitz, the WD can be estimated













+ λdw(|| 5zg hdw(zg)||2 − 1)2
(106)
where λ is a balancing coefficient.
However, reducing the discrepancy at the domain level cannot guarantee that
the same classes from different domains are pulled close together [31]. To address
this problem, it would be necessary to do the class-wise alignment. The class-
wise alignment network focuses on matching conditional distributions to further
explore diverse structures hidden in class characteristics. We have source feature
representations with class-level weights and hard labels, as well as target feature
representations with instance-level weights and soft labels. If the parameter of
the class-wise alignment network θcw is 1-Lipschitz, the WD can be estimated by























c )||2 − 1)2}
(107)
where nks is the number of source instances with hard label k; D
s
k indicates all
the source instances with hard label k; n̂kt is the number of target instances with
soft label k; D̂tk represents all the target instances with soft label k; ĝ
k
t includes
the target features with soft label k and their corresponding instance-level weights
φ̂k; zkc are random feature representations sampled along the straight line between
pairs of gks and ĝ
k
t .
We denote the loss term for the inter-domain alignment as Linter = Ldw +Lcw





where balancing coefficients λdw and {λkcw}Kk=1 should be set to 0 at the end of each
iteration of optimizing the maximum. It is because the gradient penalty ought not
to guide other learning procedures.
5.3.4 Overall Objective Function
The overall objective of our proposed DAPDA method is as follows:
min
θg ,θc
{Lc + αLintra + βmax
θinter
Linter} (109)
where α and β are two balancing coefficients. Algorithm 4 shows the detailed
training and testing procedures of our proposed method. The overall objective
can be achieved by the standard back-propagation training approach with a two-
step iteration. We first train the reweighting network, which can be optimized by
minimizing the classification loss with labeled source samples. Second, we apply
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Algorithm 4 Dual alignment for partial domain adaptation
Input: source data (Xs, Ys), target data Xt, K source classes ck ∈ Cs, k =
1, . . . , K, the minibatch size m, training step of reweighting network T , train-
ing step of dual alignment networks A, balancing coefficients α = 1 and β = 1,
learning rate for reweighting network and Siamese network γ1, learning rate
for dual alignment networks γ2.
1: Initialize Siamese network, reweighting network, and dual alignment network
with random parameters θg, θc, and θinter
2: repeat
3: Sample minibatch {(xis, yis)}mi=1 from (Xs, Ys)
4: Sample minibatch {xit}mi=1 from Xt
5: for t = 1, 2, . . . , T do
6: θc ← θc − γ1∇θcLc
7: end for
8: for a = 1, 2, . . . , A do
9: gs ←M(xs), gt ←M(xt), (ŷt, q̂t)← C(gt)
10: Sample zg as the random representations between pairs of gs and gt
11: θinter ← θinter + γ2∇θinterLinter
12: end for
13: θg ← θg − γ1∇θg [Lc + αLintra + βLinter]
14: until θc, θg, and θinter converge
the trained classifier to predict soft labels of target data such that outlier source
samples can be down-weighted as well as the soft labels and instance-weights for
target samples can be obtained. Then the inter-domain alignment network can
be optimized by maximizing the estimators of WDs with gradient penalty via
gradient ascent. After this iteration, the balancing coefficients in θinter are set to
0. The Siamese network is finally updated by the combination of the minimized
classification loss, the minimized intra-domain alignment loss, and the maximized
estimated WDs. The learned feature representations can be domain-invariant and
class-discriminative based on dual alignment.
5.4 Experiments
5.4.1 Experimental Settings
Datasets. Our proposed DAPDA method is evaluated on three widely used
real world datasets: Office-31[104], Office-Caltech [92], and Office-Home [105].
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Figure 16. Illustration of several image examples for (a) Office-31 dataset, (b)
Office-Caltech dataset, and (c) Office-Home dataset.
Figure 16 shows several image examples for these three datasets.
We first validate DAPDA on the Office-31 dataset, which is a standard bench-
mark for domain adaptation and composed of 4,652 images and 31 classes. 3
distinct domains are involved: Amazon (A), Webcam (W), and DSLR (D), which
include images downloaded from amazon.com, taken with web cameras, and picked
up by digital SLR cameras, respectively. We follow the experimental settings of
[30, 32], taking one domain with 31 classes as the source domain and another
domain with 10 classes (which are shared by Office-31 and Caltech-256) as the
target domain to enable adaptation. Hence, 6 transfer tasks across 3 domains are
conducted: A31 → W10, A31 → D10, D31 → A10, D31 → W10, W31 → A10,
and W31 → D10.
Secondly, we validate DAPDA on the Office-Caltech dataset released by [92],
which consists of 10 common classes shared by Office-31 and Caltech-256 datasets.
The experimental settings of [30] are also applied, taking one domain with 10
classes as the source domain and another domain with the first 5 classes as the
target domain to enable adaptation. For the partial adaptation of Office-Caltech,
we perform 12 tasks across 4 domains: A10 → C5, A10 → D5, A10 → W5, C10
→ A5, C10 → D5, C10 → W5, D10 → A5, D10 → C5, D10 → W5, W10 →
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A5, W10 → C5, and W10 → D5, in which the numbers of image samples from
Amazon (A), Caltech (C), DSLR (D), and Webcam (W) are 958, 1123, 157, and
295, respectively. Thereinto, A, D, and W domains are from Office-31, and C
domain comes from Caltech-256. Additionally, we further conduct experiments on
the Office-Caltech dataset in the standard full protocol.
To evaluate it on a large-scale dataset, we design several transfer tasks on
the Office-Home dataset, which contains 15,500 images crawled via a few search
engines and online image directories. This dataset has 4 domains: Artistic (Ar),
Clipart (Cl), Product (Pr), and Real-World (Rw) images, where each domain
includes images from 65 object classes. In each transfer task, one domain with all
65 classes can be considered as the source domain, and another domain with the
first 25 classes can be taken as the target domain. Thus, for the partial adaptation
of Office-Home, 12 transfer tasks can be performed: Ar65 → Pr25, Ar65 → Cl25,
Ar65→ Rw25, Cl65→Pr25, Cl65→ Ar25, Cl65→ Rw25, Pr65→ Ar25, Pr65→
Cl25, Pr65 →Rw25, Rw65 →Pr25, Rw65 →Ar25, and Rw65 → Cl25.
Benchmark Methods. For partial domain adaptation, we compare our
proposed DAPDA with the baseline that finetuning the CNN (e.g., AlexNet [106]
and ResNet-50 [107]), and several deep domain adaptation methods: Wassetstein
Distance Guided Representation Learning (WDGRL) [23], Adversarial Discrimina-
tive Domain Adaptation (ADDA) [69], Reverse Gradient (RevGrad) [76], Resid-
ual Transfer Network (RTN) [101], Importance Weighted Adversarial Nets [30],
Selective Adversarial Network (SAN) [31], Domain Adversarial Neural Network
(DANN) [82], Deep Adaptation Network (DAN) [25], Joint Adaptation Network
(JAN) [108], Partial Adversarial Domain Adaptation (PADA) [32], and Example
Transfer Network [33].
As we all know, in a dual alignment network, the proposed DAPDA with intra-
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domain alignment only and without the inter-domain alignment would perform
worse than vice versa since the distribution gap is not reduced. Moreover, we also
would like to explore the effect of the entropy minimization principle for DAPDA.
Therefore, to further demonstrate the effectiveness of DAPDA with respect to
the inter-domain alignment and the entropy minimization principle, three variants
are evaluated by ablation study: i) DAPDA-CW is the variant with the entropy
minimization principle and class-wise alignment only, and without domain-wise
alignment; ii) DAPDA-DW is the variant with the entropy minimization principle
and domain-wise alignment only, and without class-wise alignment; iii) DAPDA-N-
EN is the variant with class-wise and domain-wise alignments, without the entropy
minimization principle.
For full domain adaptation, the compared methods are DANN, DAN, WD-
GRL, and Distribution Matching Machines (DMM) [24], our proposed method
with the metric of Maximum Mean Discrepancy (Ours-MMD) [78], our proposed
method with the metric of CORrelation ALignment (Ours-CORAL) [80], in which
Ours-MMD indicates the DAPDA with the MMD metric and Ours-CORAL rep-
resents the DAPDA with the metric in CORAL (i.e., the second-order statistics).
Implementation Details. Following standard protocols, we use all labeled
source data and unlabeled target data for unsupervised domain adaptation. All
our models are implemented using TensorFlow and trained by Adam optimizer.
For a fair comparison, we fine-tune the AlexNet and ResNet-50, respectively, which
are both pre-trained on ImageNet dataset similar to previous domain adaptation
approaches [30, 32]. For DAPDA, we fine-tune the two sub-networks of the Siamese
network, which is the standard multi-player perceptron network designed with two
hidden layers of 500 and 100 nodes for all datasets. The reweighting network is built
with one hidden layer of 100 nodes, relu activation function, and softmax output
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function. Our inter-domain alignment network is designed with a hidden layer
of 100 nodes. The training steps of reweighting network T and dual alignment
networks A are 10 and 5, respectively. The learning rates γ1 and γ2 are 10
−4.
The gradients are penalized at source, target, and random representations. The
balancing coefficients of gradient penalty λdw and {λkcw}Kk=1 are all set to -10 as
suggested in [87].
For each method, the batch size of each domain is set to be 64, and a fixed
learning rate is 10−4. We report the average classification accuracy results of each
transfer task over 3 random experiments. The values of hyper-parameters are
selected based on their original papers.
5.4.2 Results and Analysis
Table 10, 11, 12, and 13 show the average results of the compared and our
proposed methods for partial domain adaptation, where the results of IWAN, SAN,
PADA, and ETN are copied directly from their corresponding original papers. The
best results are marked in bold. To a large extent, our proposed DAPDA method
performs better than previous domain adaptation methods, such as AlexNet, WD-
GRL, ADDA, RevGrad, and RTN. Furthermore, it can be comparable to some
state-of-the-art partial domain adaptation approaches, like IWAN, SAN, PADA,
and ETN on most datasets.
Table 10 shows the detailed comparison results of these methods using AlexNet
as the baseline on Office-31 dataset. Our proposed DAPDA method outperforms
all the other methods. Specifically, the average classification accuracy of DAPDA
is 94.99%, and DAPDA achieves significant performance enhancements of 7.72%
and 13.45% compared to the best partial domain adaptation method IWAN as
well as the best full domain adaptation method ADDA, respectively. We notice
that the partial domain adaptation methods perform better than the full domain
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Table 10. Average accuracy (%) of partial domain adaptation tasks on the Office-
31 dataset (AlexNet)
Methods A31→D10 A31→W10 D31→A10 D31→W10 W31→A10 W31→D10 AVG
AlexNet 71.97 62.03 68.27 95.25 62.94 97.45 76.32
WDGRL 57.14 47.66 52.06 78.08 73.87 85.66 65.75
ADDA 72.92 70.39 74.46 96.31 76.46 98.72 81.54
RevGrad 57.32 56.59 57.62 75.59 63.15 89.17 66.64
RTN 69.43 68.14 68.27 91.53 77.35 98.09 78.80
IWAN 78.98 76.27 89.46 98.98 81.73 100.0 87.57
SAN 81.28 80.02 80.58 98.64 83.09 100.0 87.27
DAPDA-CW 88.72 89.73 88.69 98.99 92.13 100.0 93.04
DAPDA-DW 85.66 88.37 87.13 97.67 90.93 99.32 91.51
DAPDA-N-EN 85.82 88.84 90.81 99.43 96.32 100.0 93.54
DAPDA 89.30 92.61 93.18 100.0 96.83 100.0 94.99
adaptation methods. The average results of our proposed two variants of DAPDA
also are better than most of the compared methods. DAPDA-CW has a slightly
better performance than DAPDA-DW since the local characteristics associated
with the categories of the Office-31 dataset can greatly contribute to distribution
alignment.



























AlexNet 85.27 85.29 76.30 93.58 91.18 83.70 89.51 80.82 98.52 87.37 74.14 100.0 87.14
WDGRL 75.53 61.36 56.82 91.30 70.45 76.14 65.34 54.68 84.09 70.63 61.38 90.91 71.55
RevGrad 77.57 80.88 65.93 91.86 83.82 82.22 77.09 69.35 80.74 80.30 72.60 95.59 79.83
RTN 80.99 70.59 69.63 91.86 80.88 93.99 70.02 59.08 91.11 74.73 59.08 100.0 78.44
IWAN 89.90 88.24 87.41 94.22 98.53 97.78 94.43 91.61 98.52 95.29 90.24 100.0 93.85
PADA 92.05 98.76 87.33 95.25 97.59 96.00 96.39 95.80 97.87 96.14 96.85 100.0 95.70
DAPDA-CW 92.32 92.07 91.22 95.51 95.83 92.52 95.62 91.75 97.92 93.91 92.13 100.0 94.23
DAPDA-DW 91.59 95.92 90.31 96.63 91.67 90.86 96.60 92.25 96.05 92.89 91.77 100.0 93.88
DAPDA 93.05 98.83 93.46 98.66 100.0 97.93 97.02 94.62 99.10 96.62 94.35 100.0 96.97
Similar to Table 10, Table 11 shows the average classification accuracies of
several methods using AlexNet as the baseline for 12 partial transfer tasks on the
Office-Caltech dataset. DAPDA achieves better performance than most compared
methods in 10 out of 12 partial transfer tasks, and it also achieves the second-
highest accuracy in the remaining 2 tasks. It can be noticed that the performance of
the baseline is better than the full domain adaptation methods including WDGRL,
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RevGrad, and RTN. This phenomenon indicates the importance of picking out the
source outlier classes such that the errors of misalignment can be alleviated.
Table 12. Average accuracy (%) of partial domain adaptation tasks on Office-31
dataset (ResNet-50)
Methods A31→D10 A31→W10 D31→A10 D31→W10 W31→A10 W31→D10 AVG
ResNet 65.61 54.52 73.17 94.57 71.71 94.27 75.64
WDGRL 39.03 35.24 40.61 43.29 41.06 37.30 39.42
ADDA 43.66 43.65 42.76 46.48 45.95 40.12 43.77
DANN 41.36 41.35 41.34 46.78 44.68 38.85 42.39
DAN 42.68 46.44 65.66 53.56 65.34 58.60 55.38
RTN 66.88 75.25 85.59 97.12 85.70 98.32 84.81
JAN 35.67 43.39 51.04 53.56 51.57 41.40 46.11
PADA 82.17 86.54 92.69 99.32 95.41 100.0 92.69
IWAN 90.45 89.15 95.62 99.32 94.26 99.36 94.69
SAN 90.70 83.39 87.16 99.32 91.85 100.0 92.07
ETN 95.03 94.52 96.21 100.0 94.64 100.0 96.73
DAPDA-N-EN 84.78 90.12 93.65 99.57 97.34 100.0 94.24
DAPDA 92.15 95.06 95.13 100.0 97.40 100.0 96.62
In Table 12, we use the ResNet-50 as the baseline on the Office-31 dataset.
DAPDA performs slightly worse than ETN but better than the other methods
in the average accuracy. No noticeable degradation is observed compared to the
state-of-the-art methods. It can be noticed that the worst-performing method is
WDGRL shown in these three tables. That is because WDGRL first aligns the
distributions of source and target domains based on WD criterion and then pre-
dicts the labels of target samples, which is not suitable for the partial adaptation
problem. Starting with alignment without considering the influence of source out-
liers could easily cause domain confusion and faulty alignment. This also happens
to RevGrad based on adversarial nets and RTN based on MMD metric. WDGRL
and RevGrad perform worse than standard AlexNet since negative transfer caused
by source outliers is not considered. They try to match source and target domains
including matching the source outliers and target data to predict labels of target
samples in outlier classes as much as possible. ADDA, IWAN, SAN, PADA, and
ETN are all adversarial nets-based methods, playing a minimax game between
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feature extractors and domain classifiers by GRL layer. ADDA is an unweighted
version of IWAN and thus performs worse than IWAN in detecting source outlier
samples. IWAN and PADA focus on selecting out outliers with class-level weights
but both of them match different domains without considering latent structures
hidden in each class. While SAN uses a separate domain classifier for each class to
explore the latent structures ignoring intra-class compactness. ETN performs well
by embedding the source sample weights in the source classifier and the domain
-adversarial network.



























ResNet 60.78 38.57 75.21 48.12 39.94 52.90 49.68 30.91 70.79 70.42 65.38 41.79 53.71
DANN 54.06 44.89 68.97 34.34 36.27 45.22 44.08 38.03 68.69 46.50 52.98 34.68 47.39
DAN 61.79 44.36 74.49 45.21 41.78 54.11 46.92 38.14 68.42 68.85 64.37 45.37 54.48
RTN 64.33 49.37 76.19 51.74 47.56 57.67 50.38 41.45 75.53 74.78 70.17 51.82 59.25
PADA 67.00 51.59 78.74 53.78 52.16 59.03 52.61 43.22 78.79 77.09 73.73 56.60 62.06
IWAN 54.45 53.94 78.12 47.95 61.31 63.32 54.17 52.02 81.28 82.90 76.46 56.75 63.56
SAN 68.68 44.42 74.60 64.99 67.49 77.80 59.78 44.72 80.07 78.66 72.18 50.21 65.30
ETN 77.03 59.24 79.54 65.73 62.92 75.01 68.29 55.37 84.37 84.54 75.72 57.66 70.45
DAPDA-N-EN 72.49 55.31 77.79 70.68 59.04 68.22 58.93 51.41 80.15 79.28 70.20 59.79 66.94
DAPDA 77.56 56.49 80.29 71.52 65.73 77.28 66.53 55.96 85.65 84.82 77.02 60.82 71.64
The average classification accuracies of DAPDA and other comparisons on
the Office-Home dataset are listed in Table 13. It is worth noting that DAPDA
obtains the best performance in 9 out of 12 transfer tasks. We observe that DAPDA
enhances the average performance by huge margins not only on Office-Caltech and
Office-31 datasets both with small domain gaps but also on Office-Home with large
domain gaps. The dual alignment strategy makes DAPDA generalize well on the
unlabeled target data.
To further illustrate the effectiveness of our proposed DAPDA, as an example,
we visualize the learned feature representations using AlexNet as the baseline in
A10→C5 task on the Office-Caltech dataset in Table 10. In Figure 17 and 18, the
10 classes are labeled as 0-9 and 5 shared classes are 0-5 classes. In Figure 17, the
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(a) AlexNet (b) RTN
(c) IWAN (d) DAPDA-CW
(e) DAPDA-DW (f) DAPDA
Figure 17. The t-SNE visualization of learned features of compared and proposed
methods for A10→C5 task on Office-Caltech dataset. The blue, green, and or-
ange dots represent the source shared samples, source outlier samples, and target
samples. The orange dots are expected to be aligned with the blue dots.
blue dots indicate source samples in shared classes and the green dots represent
source samples in source outlier classes. The orange dots belong to the target
domain. The adaptation is achieved if the orange dots are scarcely aligned with
green dots but well-aligned with blue dots. In Figure 18, the dots with the same
color belong to the same class for both domains. The alignment is performed ef-
fectively if intra-class dots have the same color and inter-class dots have different
colors. To preserve the target domain structure, RTN and IWAN both use tar-
get domain entropy minimization strategies to encourage low-density separation
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(a) AlexNet (b) RTN
(c) IWAN (d) DAPDA-CW
(e) DAPDA-DW (f) DAPDA
Figure 18. The t-SNE visualization of learned features of compared and proposed
methods for A10→C5 task on Office-Caltech dataset. Each color represents a class.
The dots with the same color are expected to be aligned.
among classes. Figure 17 (b)-(c) and Figure 18 (b)-(c) show the target samples
are not spread to all classes but RTN cannot effectively ensure the intra-class
compactness and IWAN misses more source outlier samples. The variants of our
proposed methods only consider one style of alignment, i.e., DAPDA-CW focuses
on class-wise alignment shown in Figure 17 (d), Figure 18 (d) and DAPDA-DW
focuses on domain-wise alignment shown in Figure 17 (e), Figure 18 (e). Figure 17
(f) and Figure 18 (f) verify that our proposed DAPDA method selects out most
source outlier samples and simultaneously ensures the inter-class separation as well
as intra-class compactness.
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For parameter sensitivity, there are two tunable parameters: α and β, where
α controls the balance between the intra-domain loss and the other losses, and β
controls the balance between the inter-domain loss and the other losses. We have
conducted parameter sensitivity analysis on four transfer tasks: W31→ A10, A10
→ C5, Ar65 → Pr25, and Pr65 → Cl25. From Figure 19, it can be seen that
DAPDA could achieve good performance under a range of parameter values. At
first, we run DAPDA as α varies from 0.001 to 10 when β = 1. From Figure 19 (a),
we can observe that the small α values would contribute to improving the accuracy
and the too-large α values would degrade the performance. That is because it will
weaken the effects of inter-domain loss term. Next, from Figure 19 (b), we evaluate
DAPDA by varying β from 0.001 to 10 with α fixed to 1. It can be observed that
small β values would result in poor performance but reasonable β values would
enhance the accuracy. Note that DAPDA is more sensitive to β than α, and this
guides us to determine α ∈ [0.01 5] and β ∈ [0.1 5]. In the experiments, we






























W31->A10 A10->C5 Ar65->Pr25 Pr65->Cl25
(b)
Figure 19. Parameter sensitivity on the task W31 → A10, A10 → C5, Ar65 →
Pr25, and Pr65 → Cl25. (a) parameter α; (b) parameter β.
For convergence analysis, we give an example on the transfer task A10 →
C5. Figure 20 (a) shows the changing trends of inter-domain loss, intra-domain
loss, and the accuracy of soft labels with respect to a number of iterations. Our
proposed DAPDA method converges fast on the test target data. We also plot the
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changing trend of the classifier loss, inter-domain loss, intra-domain loss, and the
total loss with respect to a number of iterations in Figure 20 (b). As we can see,









































Figure 20. For the task A10 → C5, (a) Loss and accuracy values w.r.t. number of
iterations (x10); (b) Loss values w.r.t. number of iterations (x10).
To demonstrate if the trained classifier Cy can correctly reweight source classes
according to whether they are in the shared label space, we give an example in
Figure 21 of this response. It shows the histograms of class weights learned using
ResNet-50, DANN, PADA, and DAPDA on task A31 → W10. The blue bins in-
dicate source outlier classes, and the orange bins represent source shared classes
in the shared label space. From Figure 21 (a) and (b), note that ResNet-50 and
DANN can hardly select out outlier classes since there is not a sharp distinction
between weights for outlier classes and that for shared classes. As shown in Fig-
ure 21 (c), we know that PADA can better distinguish the source outlier and shared
classes. However, some weights for the shared classes are still below 0.5 such as
Classes 10, 16, and 19. In the meanwhile, some outlier weights are higher than
expected such as Classes 1, 7, 8, and 31. To compare with these methods, Fig-







are the source class-level weights before normalization in DAPDA. We can notice
that the weights for the shared classes are almost up to 1 and the weights for the
outlier classes are close to 0. The low weights for source outlier classes can greatly
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Source outlier classes Source shared classes
(d) DAPDA
Figure 21. For the task A31 → W10, histograms of class weights learned by (a)
















Number of Target Classes
Ours Ours-CW Ours-DW IWAN AlexNet
Figure 22. The accuracy curve of varying the number of target classes for
A31→W10 task using AlexNet as the baseline.
To evaluate the influence of the number of shared classes on performance,
we also conduct experiments to compare classification accuracies by varying the
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number of target classes. Figure 22 shows that our proposed three methods out-
perform the AlexNet and IWAN to a large extent on A31→W10 transfer task
using AlexNet as the baseline. As the number of target classes gets smaller, the
performances have relatively better improvements. Our proposed DAPDA method
shows an “even” best performance.
Table 14. Average accuracy (%) of full domain adaptation tasks on Office-Caltech
dataset (AlexNet)
Methods A→C A→D A→W C→A C→D C→W D→A D→C D→W W→A W→C W→D AVG
DANN 87.81 91.20 81.11 92.43 91.22 89.50 87.93 82.91 98.90 82.31 85.64 100.0 89.25
DAN 84.06 91.71 91.82 92.00 89.27 90.57 89.98 80.27 98.51 92.08 81.19 100.0 90.67
DMM 83.30 93.00 92.20 92.60 91.70 90.50 93.20 84.30 99.70 92.50 85.80 100.0 92.70
WDGRL 86.99 93.68 89.47 93.54 94.74 91.58 91.69 90.24 97.89 93.67 89.43 100.0 92.74
Ours-MMD 90.16 96.53 90.24 93.72 93.63 90.51 93.88 88.10 97.60 93.55 87.92 100.0 92.99
Ours-CORAL 86.35 91.19 91.05 92.89 90.04 92.73 86.03 85.73 97.88 89.06 88.70 100.0 90.97
DAPDA-N-EN 90.50 98.23 98.91 94.34 94.71 94.71 94.30 90.16 99.02 96.63 89.54 100.0 95.08
DAPDA 92.27 98.19 99.25 94.42 94.83 94.76 95.00 90.33 99.10 96.40 90.24 100.0 95.40
(a) DANN (b) Ours-MMD
(c) Ours-CORAL (d) DAPDA
Figure 23. The t-SNE visualization of learned features of compared and proposed
methods for A→C task on Office-Caltech dataset. The blue and orange dots
represent source and target samples, respectively. The orange dots are expected
to be aligned with the blue dots.
To verify our proposed DAPDA on the full domain adaptation setting, we
further conduct experiments on the Office-Caltech dataset. The average classifi-
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(a) DANN (b) Ours-MMD
(c) Ours-CORAL (d) DAPDA
Figure 24. The t-SNE visualization of learned features of compared and proposed
methods for A→C task on Office-Caltech dataset. Each color represents a class.
The dots with the same color are expected to be aligned.
cation accuracies are shown in Table 14, which manifests that DAPDA still has
superiority in the standard full protocol. That is because we design DAPDA to
not only align the source and target domains as much as possible, but also explore
the class-invariant information in the shared label space of both domains. The
results also show that DAPDA outperforms the Ours-MMD and Ours-CORAL
such that the effectiveness of WD can be demonstrated. Moreover, we visualize
the learned feature representations of several methods for A→C transfer task in
Table 14. From Figure 23 and Figure 24, it can be observed that DAPDA better
aligns source and target domains than other compared methods.
5.5 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, we propose a novel dual alignment method for partial domain
adaptation (DAPDA). DAPDA can effectively select out source outlier samples
and learn domain-invariant feature representations to explore latent structures un-
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der different data distributions across domains. The data distributions can be
aligned in domain-wise and class-wise manners. The domain discrepancy can be
effectively reduced using the metric of Wasserstein distance with gradient penalty.
Experimental results on some datasets demonstrate that DAPDA outperforms
several state-of-the-art partial domain adaptation methods. From feature visual-
ization results, the great learning capability of DAPDA is manifested in capturing
domain-invariant and target-discriminative representations. From the accuracy
curve result, DAPDA shows even high performance.
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CHAPTER 6
Conclusion and Future Work
6.1 Conclusion
Multi-view data are semantically richer, more useful, however more complex
compared to single-view data. Multi-view robust representation learning is a very
important technique to be employed to extract valuable information from multi-
view data. In this dissertation, we consider several challenges in multi-view repre-
sentation learning.
In chapter 2, we develop a bipartite graph based multi-view clustering frame-
work to learn the consensus representations across heterogeneous multiple views.
This framework explores the consensus information by learning the uniform an-
chor points contained in different views. Moreover, multiple view-specific bipartite
graphs and one view-consensus bipartite graph are constructed based on the simi-
larity between data points and uniformed anchor points. An iterative optimization
strategy is designed to update variables in the objective function. Thorough ex-
periments have been conducted on both synthetic and real-world datasets. Results
demonstrate the proposed framework outperforms the state-of-the-art models in
most settings.
In chapter 3, we design a joint partition and graph learning model for in-
complete multi-view clustering to address the multi-view data with missing view
information. This model jointly transforms local incomplete graphs into a unified
partition space and employs it to learn a consensus graph. This model addresses
both complete and incomplete multi-view clustering problems. An iterative op-
timization strategy is also adopted to update variables in the objective function.
Extensive experiments have been conducted on real-world datasets with different
missing settings. The effectiveness has been shown from the results.
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In chapter 4, we propose an adversarial domain adaptation approach via cat-
egory transfer. This approach aims to align the source and target domains at the
class level. Specially, we minimize the discrepancies to learn category-invariant fea-
ture representations and obtain optimal predicted target labels. The experiments
are conducted on several benchmark datasets. Simulation results in different trans-
fer tasks show the effectiveness of the approach.
In chapter 5, we develop a dual alignment network for partial domain adap-
tation. It includes three key components: feature extractor, reweighting network,
and dual alignment network. The source and target feature representations are ex-
tracted by the feature extractor. They are reweighted by reweighting network via
exploring the role of each sample. The dual alignment network aligns source and
target domains in both domain and class levels. This model addresses both full and
partial unsupervised domain adaptation problems. Simulation results demonstrate
that this model has a better performance than the other baselines.
6.2 Future Work
We have shown the success of our methods for multi-view representation learn-
ing in image recognition. In my future research, I will continue the current research
topics on multi-view learning as well as transfer learning, and expand their appli-
cations on wireless communications.
The cognitive radio, as a promising technology in wireless communications,
has emerged to enhance spectrum utilization such that the scarcity problem caused
by limited radio spectrum can be alleviated [109]. Specifically, cognitive radio
senses radio frequency environment and allows unlicensed/secondary users (SUs) to
opportunistically utilize the licensed spectrum, which is owned by licensed/primary
users (PUs). To maximize spectrum utilization without interfering with the PUs’
usages, SUs should have the ability of spectrum sensing to detect the presence of
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primary signals from PUs. In practice, the SUs often have no prior knowledge
of the primary signals. Designing a blind sensing approach becomes an urgent
issue. Base on the research experience, the following investigations are considered
as future research opportunities:
Robust deep multi-view learning methods for automated modulation classifi-
cation in wireless communication networks. Deep multi-view learning has demon-
strated its success in information fusion from multiple data sources for a wide
range of critical applications. In my previous work, I have designed a graph-based
multi-view learning for cooperative spectrum sensing [110]. It can better fuse the
information from different secondary users. Thus, it has the significant potential
to be utilized for modulation detection and classification even in the presence of
wireless communication environment noise. In future work, I will focus on deep
multi-view learning architectures which can deal with the modulation classification
in various environments.
Advanced transfer learning algorithms for spectrum sensing in cognitive radio
networks. Transfer learning techniques have achieved great successes in various
computer vision tasks, such as semi-supervised learning and unsupervised learn-
ing. In my previous work, I have developed a deep transfer spectrum sensing
framework to detect the presence of arbitrary unknown signals in wireless com-
munication networks [111]. The experiments demonstrated that the generalization
ability and robustness of the framework are enhanced. Based on the research I
have conducted about transfer learning, it is interesting to apply advanced trans-
fer learning algorithms for wireless communication networks.
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